MODULE 2 CLOSING SUBMISSIONS
ON BEHALF OF THE BSR REPRESENTED BY BIND MANS,
HICKMAN & ROSE AND HODGE JONES& ALLEN

I.Preface
1.1 Module 2 evidence tells a story which reaches much further than the confines of Grenfell.
The evidence has revealed not only that the products used at Grenfell had either not been
tested in a legitimate way, and/or had not been successfully tested to the standards which the
BBA certificates suggested they had, but also that these issues either were, or ought to have
been, appreciated by the independent certifiers and test houses, and the most senior figures
within those organisations. The whole certification process may properly be regarded as
positively dangerous, since it creates a veneer ofrespectability which in some cases serves to
conceal test results obtained by dishonest testing. There is no reason to think that the practices
which the Inquiry has so closely examined on the GT products are confined to those products.
Whilst of course the independent certifiers and test houses are not Regulators, they are bound
by the International Standards (implemented in the UK by British Standards) to retain
integrity and independence and test in accordance with the recognised test procedures
(National or European) or respect those tests as opposed to interpreting them or suggesting a
product might comply even though not tested. In that sense, the industry and ultimate
consumer is reliant on the test houses/certifiers to uphold the underlying test standards.
1.2 The other issue which emerges strongly from the evidence is the degree to which certain
manufacturers, notably Kingspan, were able to lobby industry bodies such as NHBC, BCA
and other bodies which give guidance to the industry as a whole. More extraordinary still is
the degree to which Kingspan sought to influence Government policy, particularly shocking
in the period after the Grenfell fire, which should have prompted a sea-change in
culture/attitude to safety. Whilst this will be fully explored in Module 6, it is important to note
the degree to which this influence shaped the available guidance, particularly the promotion
of desktops as a means to compliance and may have influenced Government/industry thinking
on issues such as willingness to embrace the euro-classifications rather than national classes
such as Class 0. Kingspan broadcast in 2003 that: "HM Government has stated that it will not
implement the new Euroclass ::,ystem until the industry is ready to adopt it"1 .
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2. Overview
2. 1Grenfell products lacked valid tests supporting their use over 18m. The evidence in
Module 2 has confirmed that none of the principal components of the cladding system used at
Grenfell (Arconic's Reynobond PE 55 cassette cladding, Kingspan's Kl5 or Celotex' RS5000
insulation) were supported by tests on which their BBA/LABC certificates depended, and/or
the tests were not legitimately carried out. Kingspan's witnesses admitted that the sole large
scale BS84 l 4 test on Kl 5 at the time of supply to GT, which was 14 years old at the date of
its withdrawal shortly before Module 2 began2 , was a wholly unrealistic test not
representative of any ordinary building system. Yet more significantly, the product's
formulation materially changed in 2006 with the production of "new tech" or "Kesteren"
technology which meant that in any event the 2005 test was no longer applicable to the
product being sold on the market. The Celotex BS8414 test for RS5000 was deliberately
engineered to pass and not representative of a normal cladding system. Arconic's tests under
EN135010lofRB55 rivet in 2005 included tests under EN13823 (single burning item test) 3
also engineered to pass. The BBA certificate for RB55, which appeared to relate to both rivet
and cassette fix versions of the product, was based solely on the test for the riveted version of
the product, which yielded a B-s2, dO result. The test on the cassette version of the product
carried out at the same time (never shown to the BBA) was a failed test, nominally given a
Class E 4 . Had that test been shown to BBA prior to issue of the certificate, it is unlikely the
certificate would have been issued in the terms which it was 5 . In a very real sense therefore,
the use of RB55 cassette at GT depended on a certificate obtained by a test engineered to
pass. Both insulations and RB55PE were presented as Class 0. Whilst this was an irrelevant
criterion for the insulation, which was either required to be a Material of Limited
Combustibility ("MOLC") (Linear Route) or pass a system test in which individual product
performance was irrelevant (large scale test route), neither Kl5 nor RB55 PE had been
properly (or at all) tested to Class 0 (BS 476 parts 6&7).
2.2 Lack of candour: then and now These frauds practised on the market by the insulation
manufacturers Kingspan and Celotex, and by Arconic were compounded at the time by the
so-called independent certifiers/test houses whose complicity cannot be explained away
merely by incompetence. Both the manufacturers and certifier/test house' contemporaneous
behaviours are now compounded by the lack of candour and/or ability to reflect on their
2
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behaviour, demonstrated by almost every single witness for the manufacturers and most of
those for the independent certifiers/test houses. The only truthful voices were Jonathan Roper
and Jamie Hayes of Celotex, the latter of whom acknowledged that his failure to challenge
fraudulent behaviour was "a failure of courage and a failure of character and a failure of

moral fibre". 6
2.3 Culture and attitude towards testing and contempt for safety. The manufacturers were
well aware of the dangers posed by their products: Arconic was a keen observer of
international cladding fires and had from the failed cassette test in 2005 and rivet test also in
2005 which had been engineered to pass, clearly understood their product's flammability in
fire despite Wehrle's unconvincing protestations that the 2005 cassette test was an
aberration7 . Had it been, there would have been no need to rig the rivet test carried out at the
same time to obtain a B classification, and, as was put to Arconic witnesses, had it been an
aberration they would have re-tested 8 . By 2007, Arconic understood very precisely the risks
posed by their product made it an unviable business proposition: they were told the PE core
fuel power on a 5000m2 project equated to 19,000 litres of oil and in fire produced "a

tremendous big volume of toxic smoke " 9 which could lead to the deaths of 60-70 people. As a
result, Arconic's then marketing manager Gerard Sonntag, proposed that Arconic consider
selling only FR and re-launch its product on that basis as from the 2009 BAU event. Kingspan
was highly experienced in various different forms of fire-testing some of which it did inhouse through KS Offsite. It was aware from 2007 of the extreme flammability of "new

tech/Kesteren" Kl5 which nearly set fire to the BRE burn hall when then tested 10 and was the
version available on the market as from 2006. Nevertheless, when challenged as to the
safety/suitability of its product, KS senior personnel made remarks such as "he's mistaken me

for someone who gives a damn " 11 and a typical reaction, to industry bodies and customers
alike, was to threaten legal action. Both KS and Celotex informed themselves about loss of
life in cladding fires and toxicity, and yet ignored this learning in pursuit of profit.

3. Suitability of the regulatory framework and testing regimes
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3.1 Inherent contradiction within BRIADB2 regarding external fire spread. As noted in our
Modules 1&2 opening submissions, there are various flaws in the requirements imposed by
the BR and ADB. Chief amongst these are the problems identified by Prof Torero in his Phase
I report 12 , namely that whereas the BR assumes no vertical/horizontal external fire spread,
Functional Requirement B4(1) of the BR for the external walls introduces ambiguity, by
requiring that they " .. shall adequately resistjlame spread". This does not sit with the ADB2
requirements requiring that external flame spread be restricted, which was calculated on the
basis of flame spread between two buildings rather than flame spread from a fire within a
compartment.
3.2 ADB2 fire load assumption flawed. Furthermore, the assumed fire loads in ADB2 are
based on an outdated post war assumption as to the fire load of each building type which does
not take account of the fact that modern homes contain combustible insulation and other
plastics, thus meaning the required fire resistance for external walls is too low (for "high fire

loads'·' resistance to fire should be 4 hour not 2 as prescribed by ADB Table A2) nor does
ADB2 contain any method for calculating the fire load imposed by the fac;ade 13 .
3 .3 Suitability of the testing methods for assessing.fire performance permitted by ADB2. Dr

Lane's presentation at the start of Module 2 lays bare the question whether either the National
or European classification for reaction to fire is fit for the purpose of measuring the fire
performance of facades. Both the National and European regimes testing reaction to fire
("rtf') contain fundamental problems and appear unfit for purpose.

3.3.l The National test regime for rtf tests are contained in the BS 476 series. Of the four
tests, those for non-combustibility (part 4) and Limited Combustibility (part I I) equate to the
European tests BS EN ISO I 182 and BS EN ISO I 716 which result in Euro-classifications
Al/A2 14 . The BS476 parts 6&7 test are used to derive Class 0, the highest National class for
lining materials, but also used to prescribe the susceptibility of an external wall to flaming
(ADB2 Diagram 40). As the part 6 test is a surface fire propagation test, only the front face of
the specimen is heated 15 .The parts 6&7 tests were originally designed to measure flame
spread across wallpapers and walls and ceilings 16 . The part 6 propagation test measures only
temperatures at the top of the combustion chamber chimney and is therefore not a useful
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indicator of a material's behaviour in fire: the temperatures applied are extremely low (less
than that required to ignite wood/PE) in the first of three time periods of exposure which are
then averaged to produce the three sub-indices and overall index which yield the
classification 17 . The test is also potentially open to abuse by using fire retardants to lower heat
release rate which may explain why Celotex obtained vastly differing results for their 2008
and 2009 BS476 tests (only the latter passed)

18

.

Furthermore, as Dr Lane observes, the

aluminium skins of ACM may prevent the PE core from melting and in that case the
measured heat output will be lower 19 .
3.3.2 The European Regime under EN 13501. There are four tests under this standard and
they are used in different combinations to achieve the grades Al-F 20 . Given this Euro-class
system depends on tests within a compartment, it has long been questioned whether these
tests are suitable to measure the behaviour of a product in a fac;ade fire, given room tests do
not offer flame spread calculations 21 . Dr Lane notes that in 2005 the European Commission
tasked a group with writing a mandate for the European Committee for standardisation
("CEN") to evaluate the functional reaction to fire performance characteristics of fac;ade
systems/cladding systems. This never materialised and was passed to the European
Organisation for Technical Assessment, ("EOTA"). Module 6 will doubtless explore why
this never materialised, but it is of interest that the CEN Committee and working group tasked
with Fire Safety in Buildings and rtf included Dr Debbie Smith of BRE as Chair and Roy
Weghorst, KS Head of regulatory compliance as convenor respectively.
3.4 Class 0 confusion

The manufacturers were not confused that Class 0 equated to a material of Limited
Combustibility22 ("MOLC"), rather they sought to capitalise on the confusion both of
customers (see paras 6.1.3 and 6.2.3 below) and Building Control (LABC). Roper suggested
that Cx used LABC's ignorance of the difference between Class 0 and MOLC to obtain the
LABC certificate 23 (see 5 .2 below).
4. Dishonest testing methods: abuse of the BS8414 regime
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4.1 Kingspan K15
4.1.l On 23.10.20, KS withdrew its 2005 BS8414 test from the market. 24 This was the
BS84 l 4-l test upon which it had relied exclusively from 2005 until the date of supply to GT
for sales of Kl5 and which was recognised by KS' witnesses as unrepresentative and became
inapplicable to the Kl5 product as it was sold from 2006 onwards (due to a formulation
change). Notwithstanding that the test was irrelevant to the Kl5 being sold since 2006, KS
continued to rely upon it for some 14 years.
4 .1.2 The 2005 test. In the few months that this test did apply to Kl 5 as sold on the market, it
was in any event a wholly unrepresentative test. The cladding panels were described in the
BRE Test Report as "cement particle hoards". 25 Whilst they are non-combustible, such
building boards are not suitable for use as an external rainscreen, and the KS witnesses
accepted that this test was therefore not truly representative of a system that would actually be
installed on a building; 26 as Meredith put it "obviously this wasn't supposed to be a cladding

system ... " ."7
Nonetheless, KS relied upon this BS8414 test exclusively for almost a decade to sell Kl5, and
at the time of supply to GT, this was still the only BS8414-l test that KS had. As explained
below, through its marketing and third-party certifications, KS sought to conceal the
unrepresentative nature of the test and expand its scope as far as possible. Critically, KS were
aware that the BS84 l 4 test was a system test, meaning that the tested system had to be
replicated exactly if the BR135 route to compliance were followed. 28 Since KS were also
aware that a cement particle board could never be used as a cladding material on a real
building, they knew that the BR135 route could never legitimately be followed.
4.1.3 Lack of Classification Report until a decade later. A Classification Report for the
2005 test was not obtained until 28.9.15. 29 This did not prevent KS claiming in its literature
that Kl 5 had not only been tested, but assessed in accordance with BRl 35; 30 although
Meredith claims to have genuinely thought it was unnecessary to have an assessment carried
out by a suitably qualified person, 31 contemporaneous correspondence illustrates that such
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claims were deliberate misrepresentations. 32 Meredith candidly explained why a
Classification Report was not considered advantageous at the time: "I didn't want a

classification report solely on what we tested ... ! wanted a classification report that meant

· · to the marketp zace ".33
· rea z.zstzc
someth.mg
4.2 Other tests not relevant to the supply of K15 to GT
4.2.1 Metsec-Sotech test: December 2007. As above, following a fommlation change in
2006, the 2005 test became irrelevant since the Kl5 being sold on the market was a new,
different product. Malcolm Rochefort and Tony Millichap sought to diminish the importance
of this fact by claiming that there was no real difference between the two products although
Rochefort accepted that they were not the same. 34 . However, an internal report concerning a
test carried out on the new product in December 2007 clearly show this attempt to be
disingenuous; the report recorded a dramatic failure in which Kl5 itself "burned very

ferociously" causing a "raging inferno" which had to be terminated early since it was
"endangering setting fire to the laboratory". The reason for the failure was stated to be
because "new technology Phenolic is ve;y different in a fire situation to the previous

technology". 35 Meredith, the author of the report, told the inquiry that this result was a shock
to him, 36 and he was concerned that new Kl5 was dangerous. 37 However, when his findings
were reported to his superiors, including Rochefort, it was met with a lack of concern, and
Meredith was criticised for being negative about the product. 38

4.2.2 Knowledge that "new" K15 was inferior from a fire perspective. KS ought to have
taken immediate action to withdraw "new" Kl5 from the market following the 2007 test,
however it is clear that this was never even considered. 39 Instead KS chose to continue selling
new Kl 5 on a false premise. KS' prioritisation of its own commercial interests over safety
only worsened following further unsuccessful BS84 l 4 tests, including a further MetsecSotech test in 2008, 40 and a "very dramatic test failure" in a test carried out by Kingspan
Offsite. 41 Such was the KS resolve to conceal new Kl5's "bad fire performance" from the
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market, 42 it was kept a secret even from its own subsidiary, Offsite. 43 Whilst KS carried out
trials on R&D versions of Kl 5, 44 Rochefort proposed providing "old process Kl 5 for OJJ site

until the FR issue is sorted out". 45 Rochefort told the inquiry that this was a suggestion to
move back to old Kl5 for the entire market; 46 clearly that suggestion should be entirely
disregarded: it is completely at odds with the words he used, and the subsequent actions of
KS. Those words were understood by its recipients to mean providing Offsite only with old
process Kl 5, 47 a course of action that, far from suggesting concern about selling a dangerous
product into the market, reveals KS' true objective: concealment of the truth to protect profit
at the expense of life safety.

4.2.3 R&D testing in 2014. As explained below, KS' efforts to develop a version of new Kl5
that could pass a BS84 l 4 test temporarily ceased following the issue of a flawed LABC
certificate which KS saw as an automatic passport to use above l 8metres. When the true
credentials of Kl 5 were inevitably challenged by knowledgeable entities such as Wintech and
the NHBC, KS was forced to re-commence its R&D and testing efforts. This was done with
some reluctance, since BS8414 testing in the words ofMillichap had been "a constant pain in

the a* *e for as long as I can remember". 48 As well as having to resolve the poor fire
performance of new Kl5, KS had to contend with a growing awareness that Kl5 had not been
tested to BS8414-2 and therefore was not suitable for use on steel-framed systems (in spite of
KS propaganda to the contrary- see below). Following two failed BS8414-2 tests in January
and March 2014, 49 KS eventually passed a BS8414-2 test using new technology in July 2014
and immediately set out to inform key contractors of the "good news". 50 However, once
again, by these actions KS was perpetrating a fraud on the market. The Kl 5 used to pass the
test was an R&D version ofK15 which was solstice-blown and had a thicker, unperforated
foil facer, which had a significant positive impact on fire performance. 51 Millichap told the
inquiry that it was KS' intention to transition into production of this new product, 52 but that
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this R&D version of Kl 5 was never sold commercially53 because it could not be produced

"commercially or fi'om a production perspective". 54 Even if KS had transitioned into
production of this new version of Kl5, it is beyond doubt that they intended to do so covertly,
rather than announce the release of a new product. This follows from KS' immediate reliance
upon the test to sell standard Kl 5. Millichap suggested that it was not KS' "deliberate

intention" to sell standard Kl5 using this test, however it is hard to see how they could have
done so by accident. 55 In the end, KS simply continued to sell standard Kl 5 on the back of
this test until it was formally withdrawn October 2020.
4.3 Celotex RS5000 "Creating a me too: 56 ••• Going down the KS route57 "
4.3.l Dishonest opening gambit. Cx's starting point was to test RS5000 which was simply its
FR5000 product rebranded. Cx was simply pretending to have two separate products, and
even misled its own sales' team in this respect. Cx "intended [RS5000] to be perceived as a

brand new solution 58 . As Roper accepted, the statement that RS5000 was a new product was a
lie 59 and was made, as Roper admitted, with the intent that the sales team would "innocently

practice this same deceit ... the better to sell this product" 60 . Roper believes this decision was
made by all the members ofMAG 61 . Whilst Cx initially wanted to distinguish itself from KS
by testing a representative cladding system, the Cx view was that if replicating the KS
approach was the only way to enter the market, that is what they would do. 62 As Roper
explained, "doing the right thing" (advertising a system and being transparent about its
limitations, rather than exploiting market ignorance 63 ) would have required a "complete re-

education" of the market, and "probably a lawsuit" brought by KS against them. 64 Instead,
knowing that it was wrong to do so, CX opted for the KS route as explained below.

4.3.2 Dishonestly carried out BS8414 Test with intent to satisfy BR135 requirements.
Notwithstanding that the vast majority of the insulation actually installed on GT was Cx
RS5000, not Kl5, a great deal of focus has rightly and necessarily been dedicated to Kl5 and
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the practices of KS. This has been necessary since despite the inevitability of its actions
coming to light in this inquiry, KS did not elect the route of transparency but instead one of
obfuscation. Cx has, to its credit, been transparent. However, the culpability of Cx cannot be
understated. Having failed its first attempt at a BS 8414 test, it knowingly chose to increase
its chances of satisfying BR 135 65 by introducing magnesium oxide board ("MgO") to fortify
the CBs at level 2 and at the top of the rig 66 and deliberately over-engineered the rig to pass 67
with the intention of misleading the market "going down the [KS] route" 68 .Cx's behaviour
was often to follow KS and this is what the phrase "creating a me too" stood for

69

.

That Cx

recognised KS behaviour was wrong and yet copied it anyway is lamentable. The deliberate
use of a thinner cladding panel in order to conceal the 6mm MgO was, as Roper candidly
admitted he recognised at the time "dishonest" and he now recognises that "a lot of actions

at Celotex were completely unethical " 70 The re-test was successful.
4.3.2 Intentionally misleading the Market
( 1) The decision was made within Cx to conceal the fact that MgO had been used to ensure
the test achieved BR 135 requirements from the market. That decision was made during a
meeting at which senior management of Cx were present. 71 Having prepared a slideshow
revealing the presence of the MgO to those members of senior management, following that
meeting, Roper was instructed by his manager (Paul Evans) to create a new slideshow for
general business use omitting reference to the failed test and the subsequent use of MgO
boards. Roper admitted that he realised at the time that concealment of these details amounted
to a "fraud on the market" 72 , but, despite feeling "incredibly uncomfortable" felt he could not
elevate his concerns within the business, since the decision had been made at the highest
level. 73
(2) This decision was then compounded by Cx seeking to obtain a misleading test report from
BRE. When Roper received the draft test report from Clark, he was surprised to discover that
Clark had omitted reference to the MgO without instruction from him. 74 He assumed Clark
had elected to do this as a result of his view (expressed to Roper) that the MgO would not
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have made a difference to the outcome of the test. 75 Whilst Clark was prepared to omit
express reference to the MgO, he did not accede to Roper's request to remove the only
photograph of it from the report (a photograph which Cx was concerned was a "dead

giveaway " 76 ), which Roper admitted was a deliberate attempt to create a misleading test
report. 7"'
(3) Cx would later practice a yet further deception by itself producing an abridged 4 page
version of the classification report without the knowledge of or recourse to BRE 78 . In doing
so, Cx was following KS' approach and giving the customer "as little information as [it}

could possibly get away with " 79 . This abridged report did not even identify the fact that a
Marley Etemit panel had been used. Its purpose was that if a customer pressed for a report,
this is the one it would receive, and this was the report received by Harley on GT 80 .
(4) Lying to LABC and NHBC
(i) LABC As explained at para 5.2 below, LABC made the same mistake with Cx as they had
made with KS, namely that RS5000 was a MOLC. Cx deliberately induced that mistake in
relation to RS5000 by deliberately failing to point out the error that LABC had made with
Kl5 "it was viewed as advantageous not to" correct the mistake 81 . The wording (suggesting
the product could be used in a variety of constructions) proffered by Cx was borrowed from
KS' literature. By obtaining the LABC certificate in these terms Cx sought to mislead
building control officers, and accepted that this was intentional, deliberate and dishonest. 82
(ii) NHBC Cx regarded NHBC approval ofRS5000 as critical to the success of the product
and so Evans Roper and Reid deliberately misled NHBC as to the circumstances of the test.
Cx did not inform NHBC that there had been a first failed test on RS5000, nor that the second
test had included concealed 6mm MgO at level 2 and the top of the rig 83 . As Roper said, after
14 May Cx issued an edict that there was to be no mention of MgO from then on, and so Cx
(Roper) in meeting NHBC referred to magnesium silicate instead ofMgO: "[had to stand up

in fi'ont of two individuals fi'om the NHBC and lie "84 but even without that information,
NHBC had concluded that the test was deliberately over-engineered and unrepresentative of

75
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normal cladding

85

.

Cx did in fact send NHBC the test report containing the offending photo

revealing MgO but only because it was a risk they had to take as the NHBC 's approval was so
critical to RS5000 success. Roper believes NHBC may have asked for it 86 .
4.3.2 Misleading marketing materials. Cx's marketing material contained highly significant
misleading statements as explained at para 6.2 Below. These misdescriptions and omissions
were "dishonest" and "entirely deliberate" to ensure Cx had a viable competitor product to
KS' Kl5 87 .
4.4 BRE complicity
4.4.1 At its very lowest, BRE's behaviour especially that of Clark, Howard and Baker
demonstrated a complete lack of impartiality and accuracy which was required of them by the
ISO's (implemented by British Standards) and indeed the Standard Operating Procedures
under which they operate 88 . It was clear from Clark's evidence that he regarded the
relationship between test house and client as close 89 .
4.4.2 BRE awareness of system abuse. At its most extreme, the behaviour of some
individuals at BRE (and arguably the institution itself as senior individuals were aware)
amounted to complicity in the frauds perpetrated by the manufacturers. It is clear BRE as an
institution was aware that the BS84 l 4 testing regime was being abused, as it well understood
that the Kl5 2005 test had been indicative. That was how Baker put it at the time and in
evidence he was clear that at that time he thought KS had been trying to pass off the test as a
full marketable system 90 . Whilst Howard didn't agree it was indicative he admitted it would
not be considered a complete system 91 , and that it was the only test Kl5 had to justify the use
of its Kl 5 product for a decade. BRE was nevertheless willing to and did issue a
Classification report over a decade later and despite being aware that misrepresentations had
been made about Kl5 such as that it was a MOLC 92 and Howard alluded to

"misrepresentation of data in the cladding market" 93 . Howard was also specifically told by
Roper that a competitor was selling its product for use in a variety of constructions despite

85

Roper T71168/19-169:7
Roper T71/177:17-178:10; T71/180:16-182:3
87
Roper T71/199:13-200:12
88
BS EN ISO/IEC 17025:2005 {BSI00001726} and BS EN ISO/IEC 17025:2017 {BRE00005621}
{BRE000057 69/302}
89
Clark T95/29:13-24
90
Tl00/72/15-22
91
{BRE00020074} Howard T97/164:12
92
LABC certificate which Howard thinks he would probably have read T98/59:3-6 and which he was expressly
alerted to by Raybould email 14.5.09 as were Baker and Dr S Colwell {BRE00012252}
93
Howard T95/169:15-171:10
86
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only having a single test 94 . In his evidence Howard immediately assumed this competitor was
KS even though Roper did not identify the competitor, showing he was well aware of KS'
behaviour. BRE was also aware that the formulation of Kl5 had radically changed, such that
the product tested in 2005 did not reflect the product on the market which BRE understood to
be much more flammable: "BRE stated they did not remember the product performing like

this last time" 95 .
4.4.3 The effect of all this was to allow the manipulation of the BS8414 testing regime to
promote the sale of highly flammable products which were not fit for use over 18m. BRE's
support of KS K 15 product over a 15 year period given they understood its flammability and
the lack of BS84 l 4 supporting test is indefensible. Given that Dr Sarah Colwell and Dr
Deborah Smith had been "the main driver" from BRE's side of the joint venture between it
and Government 96 to get BS8414 tests to BR135 accepted into ADB2 it seems likely BRE
did not want to undermine their own prodigy by raising the alarm about the abuse of the
system they were aware of Furthermore, at the point at which it asked for a classification
report some 10 years after the original test, KS was embarking on a major testing programme
with BRE. As Howard conceded, KS was a significant source of revenue for BRE in 2015

97

.

It seems Dr Colwell and Smith were aware lack of understanding in the market that the test

was a system test, as they gave presentations to make clear that the BS84 l 4 test was a system,
not a product test98 . Despite acknowledging the importance of the end use condition reflecting
the system as tested and therefore the importance of accurate reports 99 , BRE failed to ensure
its reports of certain tests reflected what had been tested (Kl5 2005 and RS5000 2014).
4.4.4 Approach to desktops. BRE was also receiving requests for desktops on the back of its
work for KS 100and yet must have been well aware, having struggled over a prolonged period
to come up with a set of credible EXAP rules for KS based on the testing it was doing, that
there was no meaningful way of extrapolating from BS8414 tests given that there were at the
time no guidelines for EXAPs for rtf as opposed to for fire resistance 101 . Furthermore, BRE
should have been particularly sensitive to desktops once it came to realise, as it did from

94

Howard T97//174:23-176:24
2007 Sotech Test report {KIN00020713/3} email Howard to Baker {BRE00005775/163}
96
Clark T95/41:8-17
97
T98/54:1-18
98
Clark T95/44:13-45:1; Howard T97/113:15-19
99
Howard T97/113:20:114:5
100
Howard T98/54:7-10 and his email 20.4.15 to Dr Smith "assessments flying in from all directions"
{BRE00003908}
101
PEPF Guide to undertaking Assessments in lieu of fire tests {BCA00000070} and BS ISO/TR12740:1998
{BSIOOOOl 730}. Bolh are for Fire resistance only see Lane presentation {BLARP20000022/77}
95
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Meredith's email 24.7. 15 to Clark, Howard and Dr Smith 102 that KS had been responsible for
producing BCA's Technical Guidance Note 18 which introduced the concept of desktops.
4.4.5 Subsequent KS tests: breaches ofprocedure "A lesser man might have put that out103 "
Phil Clark's evidence was that even when a test is terminated early, there still had to be a

"conversation" about whether it could meet the BR135 criteria 104 . This is clearly wrong. He
was also willing to overlook flames over-topping the rig in the KS Trespa test 19.3.14, albeit
ultimately classed a fail by BRE, Clark tolerated the flames overtopping the rig without
immediate termination " .. it was definitely over the top but we'll have to watch it back and see

how long it went for. It wasn't for very long. And a lesser man might have put that out. No
comment he says 105 ". Whilst KS deployed threatening tactics towards BRE namely
threatening litigation "a very pushy approach " 106, nevertheless BRE withstood KS' challenge
on this occasion and failed the test 107 . As BRE well knew however, there was a risk that KS
would use even a failed test as the basis for a desktop and yet Clark was instructed by Howard
to prepare a test report, despite Clark being apparently uncomfortable doing so, albeit he did
not raise his concerns with Howard 108 . Clark claims to be unaware that 29 desktops were
issued on the basis of this failed test, of which 3 were carried out by BRE, and none of which
indicated the test had failed to meet BRl 35, which even Clark found " .. very strange and to be

honest slightly shocking 109 . Howard however was not shocked by the 29 desktops on the
failed test: " ... it's a set of data that you can then use,

if its going in to fire safety engineers to

justtfy the inclusion or the construction ofa cladding system ... " 110 . The point is a fire
engineer cannot use the data meaningfully to judge rtf (and therefore judge whether suitable
for incorporation in a cladding system) for the reasons given at para 4.4.4 above.
4.4.6 BRE dealings with Celotex
(1) Advice From the outset, following Cx (Roper) making contact with Howard, the latter put
Roper in touch with Clark who advised Cx on how to pass the test, suggesting to Roper that
they could copy KS and use a Cement Particle Board panel instead of cladding which Roper
is adamant Clark knew was unrepresentative 111 . Clark also gave advice to Celotex as the test

102

{BRE00004073}
KS' failed Trespa test 19.3.14: Transcript of Video {BRE00035418/11}
104
T95/127:23-130:19
105
{BRE00035418/11}
106
Meredith T76/132:18-133:7, on this occasion BRE stuck to its guns and still failed the test
107
Clark T97/56:16-20
108
Clark T97/58:20-59:5
109
Clark T97/65:10-66:12
110
T98/135:9-18
rn Roper T71/72:1-25 and 73:1-16
103
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was ongoing as can be heard on the audio and seen on the transcripts of it. It was to Clark's
discredit that he refused to accept this was advice

112

albeit he did accept that he had told Cx a

good deal more than "the primary fire spread offire on the tested system'·' 113 as he had
suggested in his statement, but yet would not admit breach of his UKAS accreditation 114 .
Usefully, BRE itself has provided us with proof the giving of advice such as Clark did was
not permissible. By reason of its involvement in the DCLG cladding tests at the same time as
carrying out for KS a similar test to test 7 (see para 12.3.2(3) below), on instruction from Dr
Debbie Smith " ... so that we have the necessary audit trailfor UKAS", David Farringdon
(BRE) advised Nick Jenkins (Booth Murie part of the BRE Group) "Unfortunately, we are

unable to comment on the effectiveness of any proposed solution due to the importance of
customer confidentiality. As a test facility we view and interact with a variety of customers
each with their own ideas and innovations. Anv prediction o(the success or otherwise, o(one
innovation would be based on the knowledge/experience gained testing similar solutions from
different customers ..... "

115

(emphasis added). Clark denies Roper's recollection that Clark

suggested Cx could use 6mm Marley Eternit as KS had, saying the allegation was only made
by Cx to "feather their nest" 116 . Given Roper was clearly the more truthful witness his
version of events is to be preferred.
(2) Role of the BRE in Cx test concealment Both Roper and Hayes were clear in their
recollection that Phil Clark (BRE) was aware of the presence of the MgO and the way it was
used. 117 Whilst Clark denied this, headcam footage from the second test records him making
multiple comments which, it is submitted, clearly illustrate that he was aware. 118
(3) Clark even took delivery of the MgO and "the majority of the materials that were used"
for the Cx tests although he originally denied this 119 .He admitted taking delivery of the ruby
Eternit panels which he offloaded himself by forklift, and his insistence that he thought the
ruby was only used due to a shortage of the white panels was not credible 120 . Roper was "not

in any doubt'·' that Clark was aware of the presence of 6mm MgO this is also clear from the
video recordings of the test 121 . Roper confirmed there were two other persons present from

112

see eg T95/89/1-91:7
T95/95:21-96:5
114
T95/97:21-25
115
{BRE00024188}
116
Clarke T95/100:2:105:6
117
Roper: T/71/128:9 Hayes: T/74/146:4. Clark denied any knowledge: T/95/197:6
118
T/96/35:5-12, T/96/39:23, T/96/43:16, T/96/52:18
119
Roper T71/98/7-18 Clark T95/153:2-12
120
T /96/4: 1-6:8
121
T/96/35:5-12, T/96/39:23, T/96/43:16, T/96/52:18
113
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BRE but did not know whether they also knew. The zebra striped panels are unlikely to have
passed unnoticed.
(4) Both Hayes and Roper say that Clark then informed them that he would not mention MgO
in the report because it would have made no difference, and also decided not to mention the
thinner Marley Etemit cladding to conceal the Mg0 122 . Roper, a seemingly honest witness,
did not try and manipulate Clark to omit the test description 123 . Clark admitted that the
drawings of the rig did not reflect what was actually on the rig and conceded that the
drawings should have reflected what was on the rig, albeit noting that it was not BRE practice
at the time to compare the rig as built before ignition against the CAD drawings 124 .
4.4.7 Go between for manufacturers and Government
When Howard was emailed by Cx as to the best panel to use for its BS8414 test BRE 125 ,
Howard involved Dr Colwell and Baker, and the latter suggested a delayed response pending
his writing "to CLG on behalf of Trespa" regarding whether a panel which was not LC but to
be used "with a non com insulation requires class(fication to BRJ 35 ... ". At its very least this
demonstrates BRE was fully aware of the extent to which non-compliant insulation was being
used, but it also shows a misunderstanding of its role as independent test house, as opposed to
manufacturer's agent .

5. Certification of KS' K15 and Celotex RS5000
5 .1 Kings pan - BBA and LABC "A house of cards126 "

The BBA certificate for Kl5 was first obtained by KS on 27.10.08, and the statements it
contained concerning BS84 l 4 were based upon the 2005 test alone, which by that time was
entirely irrelevant to the Kl5 being sold on the market. That BBA certificate in tum was used
to procure an LABC Registered Detail, 127 which erroneously claimed that Kl5 was a MOLC.
Both documents were used liberally by KS to sell Kl5 and perpetuate the illusion that Kl 5
could be used above 18 metres. Thus, based on the shaky foundations of the 2005 test, KS
built itself a house of cards which has now come tumbling down.
5 .1.1 BBA certificates. The inquiry heard that the various iterations of the Kl 5 BBA
certificate issued from October 2008 onwards all contained misleading and inaccurate
122

Roper T71/128:9-132:20
Roper T71/179:21-25
124
Clarke T97/7513-76:9
125
Roper email to Howard 8.11.13 {BRE00005773/835}
126
T/81/110:23
127
David Jones was told by the LABC to take assertions made within a BBA certificate at face value:
T/101/36:7
123
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statements. 128 The KS modus operandi was to ensure that the certificate was "as open and

delimiting as possible", 129 and Meredith accepted that KS were trying to get away with as
much as possible when it came to influencing the language used in the BBA certificates, 130
even if this resulted in the inclusion of untrue statements. 131 When the BBA sought to
introduce a clarification concerning the scope of the BS84 l 4 test, KS deliberately employed
delay tactics to avoid the inclusion of the amendment; Heath instructed his team to "Let the

file gather dust". 132 When asked why KS was reluctant to include this clarification, Meredith
candidly told the inquiry "Because it would limit sales". 133
5 .1.2 LABC System Approval Certificate.
(1) This was accompanied by a "Summary" document which in two locations described K15
as a MOLC .134 Kl5 as a combustible plastic insulation, could never have passed the tests
which demonstrate limited combustibility as KS well knew. Meredith told the inquiry the
statements were "very misleading", as his superiors were also aware, 135 and that he "couldn't

believe it was written''. 136 Rather that request an immediate withdrawal of this statement, KS
viewed it as a cause for celebration. Philip Heath was particularly enthusiastic, announcing in
an email "GREAT NEWS!", describing the limited combustibility statement as the

"highlight" of the certificate and including it in bold text. After initially denying it, 137 Heath
eventually conceded that he was well aware at the time that the certificate was fundamentally
misleading. 138 David Jones, the author of the certificate, could not recollect precisely what he
was told by KS in their meeting but was clear that he left the meeting with the distinct
impression that Kl5 was limited combustibility. 139 Malcolm Rochefort, an experienced
chemist whose PhD concerned the oxidation of mixed phenolic and amino acid systems, 140
would have understood immediately that Kl 5 could never be limited combustibility. Indeed,
this prompted him to ask Heath "Out of curiosity, which fire test result(::,') did we use to get

this?" and received the response "We can be very convincing when we need to be, we threw
128

e.g. "The boards will nor contribute ro the development stages of a fire" {BBA00000038}; suggestion that the
"product meers the criteria stated wirhin BRJ 35 ": T/79/140:22
129
Email from J.Clarke dated 9.1.13 at 16:06 {KIN00005572/4}
130
T/76/17:19
131
T/76/12:20
132
P.Heath email dated 5.3.09 {KIN00009103}
133
T/75/212:7
134
{HBC00000030}
135
T/76/30:23
136
T/76/25:18-24
137
T/79/164:1
138
T/79/207:15
139
T/101/77:16
140
T/80/3:17
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every bit offire test data we could at him, we probably blocked his server, in the end I think
the LABC convinced themselves Kooltherm is the best thing since sliced bread. We didn't
even have to get any real ale down him! ". 141 He told the inquiry however that the term limited
combustibility didn't "stand out" to him.

142

Despite its knowledge that this certificate was

misleading, KS saw the LABC certificate as an automatic passport for use of Kl5 above 18
metres, 143 and as such, elected to ''pull the plug on expensive testing" 144 and focus efforts
elsewhere "until we are challenged". 145
(2) Deception of DCLG and NHBC
One of those challenges came in July 2014,

146

when KS got wind of a complaint from Brian

Martin (DCLG) to the NHBC in which he expressed concern that "several buildings have

been erected where PIR insulation has been used in cladding panels well over 18m in height.
Apparently people are under the impression that PIR is a material of limited combustibility
(which it isn't)". The NHBC responded explaining that the confusion had arisen from
statements in KS' BBA and LABC certificates. 147 KS had already been in discussions with
the NHBC, however the DCLG's awareness of the situation made the situation more urgent
for KS. 148 Despite Millichap accepting that the NHBC's response was accurate, 149 the KS
response to the NHBC was characteristically defensive and misleading. KS even claimed to
have carried out two further "successful tests to BS84 l 4 ". 150 In fact, one of those tests was the
failed March 2014 test 151 and the other was the July 2014 test, both of which used an R&D
variant of Kl5 which differed from the Kl5 actually sold on the market. 152

Although

Millichap claimed it was unintentional, this response contained deliberate lies as part of a
strategy to deceive not only the NHBC and other professionals, but the DCLG. 153
5 .1.2 NHBC. NHBC approval was also critical to the success of RS5000, so much so that Cx
were prepared to and did "stand up infront of two individualsfrom the NHBC and lie" in
order to get their approval. 154 The inquiry saw photographic evidence of the Cx plan
141

{KIN00008840}
T/80/140:24
143
T/79/190:3
144
T/76/39:1 and T/80/149:9
145
{KIN00005387}
146
{KIN00006074}; T/82/94:21
147
{KIN00006071}
148
Millichap: T/82/99:3
149
T/82/101:11
150
{KIN00002186/2}
151
T/82/107:23
152
T/82/108:14
153
T/82/110:6-12
154
Roper: T/71/170:20 and 172:11
142
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(recorded on a whiteboard) to lie to the NHBC had they ever found out about the use of the
MgO and the steps taken to conceal it, in particular the removal of Figure 18 in the BRE Test
Report which Cx saw as a "dead giveaway" (see above).
5.2 Celotex.
LABC Certificate. Obtaining LABC approval of RS5000 was seen as critical to the success

of the product; Roper estimated that LABC approval accounted for some 75% of the
market. 155 Cx did not disclose the fact of the first, failed test to LABC 156 . Provided that the
right wording was used, it was seen as a way around the system-specific nature ofBS8414, 157
which was an approach Cx copied from KS. 158 Indeed, when the LABC repeated the mistake
it had already made with Kl5 (that Class 0 equated to MOLC), Roper admitted that Cx sought
to take advantage of LABC' s apparent ignorance, on instruction from Warren or Evans . 159
Roper proposed wording to the LABC which was "near enough a mirror image" of the Kl 5
LABC certificate, including that RS5000 could be used in "a variety of cladding systems", 160
which Roper accepted was an untrue statement. The LABC copied and pasted Roper's
proposed wording without question. 161 Roper told the inquiry that by obtaining the LABC
certificate in these terms it sought to mislead building control officers, and accepted that this
was intentional, deliberate and dishonest. 162

6. Marketing of K15 and RS5000

6.1 Kingspan "driving demand based on thermal performance163 "
When it came to selling K15, KS had one goal: to sell as much as possible, regardless of the
end-use application. Meredith confirmed that " ... the Kingspan strategy would be to go after

eve1yjob ''. 164 KS employed a number of tactics to achieve this end, which all necessarily
involved some form of deception.
6.1.1 Misrepresentations concerning the system-specific nature of BS8414. This was a
staple feature of Kl5 literature, which made statements such as that Kl5, the product, was

"successfully tested to BS 8414:2002, and can meet the criteria within BRJ 35 and is therefore

155

T/72/26:16
Roper T72/36:14-38:1
157
T/72/29:2-7
158
T/72/29:11
159
T/72/35:8; T72/54:5-8
160
T/72/41:4-13
161
{CEL00000009}; T/72/43:16
162
T/72/45:5-6
163
Roper T71/36:5-6 he considered KS had been "economical with the truth" T71/37:2-5
164
T/76/83:3
156
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acceptable for use above 18 metres". 165 This despite almost every KS witness professing (in
some cases reluctantly) to have understood that the BS84 l 4 test was a system as opposed to a
product test. 166 Similarly, any descriptions of the system provided were deliberately generic.
Pargeter accepted that during his tenure, customers were always told that the 2005 test used

"non-combustible cladding"; 167 whilst Pargeter stated that this practice did not concern
him, 168 it is clear that it was a deliberate strategy from KS which enabled them to argue that

any non-combustible cladding could be used with Kl5. 169 The same strategy was employed to
enable Kl5 to be used in steel-framed systems at a time when KS had not passed a BS8414-2
test and could therefore only be used in a masonry system; KS literature stated that Kl5
complied with the requirements of ADB2 if installed on "a non-combustible substrate i. e.

calcium silicate board or masonry ... ''. 170 Meredith admitted that this strategy was adopted
because KS were "trying to expand the scope of that test" .171
6. 1.2 Letters of suitability. KS provided assurances that Kl 5 was fit for purpose and suitable
for individual developments on hundreds, if not thousands of projects for which it had no
applicable test report. 172 KS nonetheless relied on the fact that ''fortunately 9 times out of 10

they accept our word". 173 In situations where Kl 5 was challenged, Meredith confirmed that it
was "always a requirement" to defend the use ofK15 and he accepted that in doing so he
knowingly misled a number of professionals about Kl5's performance in fire. 174
6.1.3 Trading on misunderstanding of Class 0. KS had always objected to the introduction of
the euro-classification system and had always been at pains to persuade industry to preserve
the national classes. In its May 2003 Bulletin, it characterised the Single Burning Item test
(EN13823) as causing early surface burn off and thereby "unduly discriminat[ing] against

products with simple coverings which have for years, achieved a class 0 [sic] rating"

175

.

KS

165

See, for example, "Kooltherm Kl 5 Rainscreen Board: Insulation for Use Behind Rainscreen Cladding
Systems" dated January 2011 {KIN00005463}
166
Meredith: T/75/85:6, Mills: T/77/25:20, Heath: T/78/186:4, Millichap: T/81/33:9, Pargeter: T/83/113:23,
Pack: T/86/49:18; Rochefort claimed he never m1derstood that the exact system had to be replicated: T/80/36:3,
Burnley also claimed he didn't know it was a system test: T/85/131:22Pargeter: T/83/113:23
167
T/83/113:11; See also e.g. Kl5 brochure in force at the time of GT project {KIN00000063/6}
168
T/83/116:2
169
E.g. {KIN00009042/1}; Pargeter accepted that this appeared to be the practice "historically": T/83/117:15
170
Technical Bulletin dated 1.5.09 {KIN00002607}
171
T/76/73:4; See also Heath to similar effect: T/79/148:10
172
T/76/90:15
173
Meredith email dated 14.8.07 {KIN00005308/2}; Meredith confirmed this under cross-examination, although
said it was more like 3 times out of 10: T/76/82:20
174
T/76/93:22
175
Kingspan Technical Bulletin May 2003 New European Fire Classification System {KIN00000060/11 }and
{_0013}
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product data sheets in the years 2001-2008

176

featured prominently on the first page Kl5

being "Class 0 fire rating" and "Class Ollow risk" and in March 2011 went so far as to claim

"Class 0 fire rated insulation core" 177 . Albeit Daniel Ball claims that Kl5 passed BS476-6
tests (the fire propagation test) in July 2010 and 2012 178 , there is no "pass fail" as such but
the production of a sub-index less than 6, but in order for a product to qualify as Class 0, this
must be coupled with a Class 1 result in the surface spread of flame test BS476-7. Mr Ball
does not mention any such tests albeit there appears to be one at least

179

.The BS476 6&7

tests are in any event not tests which give a meaningful measurement of performance in fire
(see para 3.1. l above) but in any event whether an insulation might be Class 0 was irrelevant,
given that if the Linear Route was being followed insulation must be a MOLC and ifthe large
scale test route was being followed individual product classifications would be irrelevant.
Notwithstanding its technical irrelevance, KS was aware of and sought to capitalise upon such
confusion as there was in the industry about the relevance of Class 0 to the use of insulation
above 18 metres. 180
6.1.4 Class 0 misrepresentation -Testing the facer only
The worsened fire performance of new technology Kl 5 meant that the product no longer
achieved a Class 0 classification. Instead of declaring this fact, KS tested the foil facer stapled
to a calcium silicate board (without the phenolic foam) and continued to claim that the
product achieved Class 0. 181 This was based on an interpretation of ADB2 which was
blatantly technical and non-sensical. Contemporaneous correspondence shows that KS were
acutely aware that "claiming class 0 for just a }acer test when ... its meant to be fa] product as

placed on the market" was "a bit of a cheat" and " ... a complete spin'', 182 and joked that "alls
we do is lie in here" because Kl 5 "doesnt actually get class 0 when we test the whole product
tho LOLI". 183 Under cross-examination however, KS witnesses sought to defend this
interpretation. 184 Adrian Pargeter went as far as to accept that "technically" it was irrelevant
what the foil facer was attached to. 185 Pargeter confirmed that KS were prepared to

"interpret" ADB in order to make sales, and accepted that the interpretation they adopted was
176

March 2001 {KIN00008750}, January 2002 {KIN00009173}, March 2003 {KIN00008922}, June 2006
{KIN00005371}, May 2007 {KIN00002580}, November 2008 {KIN00009703}
177
{BBA00002639}
178
[3.12] {KIN00020704_0008}
179
12.7.12 (class l) {KIN00009360}
180
E.g. see Millichap evidence: T/81/43:3 and T/81/43:14
181
Warrington Fire Test Report {KIN00000256/5}
182
Arron Chalmers email 26.6.16 {KIN00004168_0001} and Dan Ball on 27.06.16 {KIN00021380}.
183
{KIN00007445}
184
E.g. Rochefort T/80/86:1and89; Pargeter: T/84/47:9
185
T/84/81:21
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''potentially" less safe. 186 This is a gross understatement; in fact it was positively dangerous
because taking it to its logical conclusion, as CTI illustrated, one could staple the foil facer to
dynamite, call it Class 0 and put it on a building. 187

6.2 Celotex
6.2. l Misrepresentation by deliberate omission in circumstances where there was a duty to

describe test accurately
None of the marketing literature described the test as it had been carried out, since the
presence of the MgO boards was deliberately omitted from them. This made it impossible for
anyone seeking to follow the BR135 route to compliance to do so. Paul Evans (Head of
Marketing) agreed that it was absolutely critical that the literature accurately and fully
described the system as tested and accepted that the failure to mention the MgO made the
literature thoroughly misleading 188 . Roper admitted that he realised at the time that if the test
was to be described to the market in this way it would be a "fraud on the market" 189 .
6.2.2 Generic/ambiguous wording suggesting use of RS5000 above 18m universally

acceptable. The literature made frequent use of the phrase RS5000 is "suitable for use in
buildings above 18 metres in height", without clear caveat. 190 The wording also suggested the
product (as opposed to a system) had met BR135 criteria and Roper said he had taken this
wording directly from KS' March 2011 literature 191 . There had been a decision to "dilute the

system message" within Cx 192 . These words were thoroughly misleading since they suggested
that RS5000 could be used in any building above 18 metres regardless of the construction
adopted, as Hayes (who was involved, with Roper, in drafting the literature) says he knew at
the time. 193 Evans also understood at the time that these statements, without qualification,
could mislead. 194 There was a battle between technical and commercial over the disclaimer
that the product could only be used in the end use in which tested, but it appears that
commercial won as the disclaimer (inserted by Saint Gobain Legal) did not feature until page
3 of Cx 's Compliance Guide. According to Roper, the disclaimer was there only to give Cx

"plausible deniabilit/ 95 " against the message that the product was universally suitable over
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18m. Roper however refused to accept CTI's inference that technical had won the debate as to
the position of the disclaimer, considering it was "}air" to put the disclaimer where only the
most scrupulous of readers would find it 196 , but given the position of the disclaimer CTI's
inference is one the Inquiry is entitled to draw. Critically, the Compliance Guide detailed the
required installation of the cladding system, which it advised readers to replicate but omitted
. or picture
.
to mention
th e Mg 0197 .
6.2.3 Class 0 throughout: a play on words? ADB2 Appendix A para 13 defines Class 0 as a
material/surface of a composite being "composed throughout of [MOLC] " 198 . The literature
for both FR5000 199 and RS5000 200 described the products as having "Class 0 fire

pe1formance throughout the entire product". On the face of it, that is aping the wording of
para 13 in order to capitalise on the link between Class 0 and LC. Roper claimed that this
wording was to distinguish RS5000 from Kl5, since KS' literature suggested that only the
core of Kl5 was Class 0. 201 This does not ring entirely true, given Roper's awareness that at
least "a certain.few" of its clients thought Class 0 equated to being a MOLC 202 .
The effect of this wording led Ray Bailey (Harley) to believe at the time of the GT project
that RS5000 was a material of limited combustibility. 203 The RS5000 Class 0 certificate was
based on 201 l tests carried out on FRS000. 204 However, following a formulation change in
2012, Cx only had Class 0 certification for one of its two production lines (Hennecke) as Cx
decided that "no external testing will be carried out'·' on this revised product. 205 Despite
signing off on this decision, Evans gave no consideration to the effect the formulation change
may have had on fire performance. 206
7.Manipulation of the EN 13501 standard: Single burning Item Test
7.1 Certification of Arconic's RB55

The use ofRB55 on buildings over 18m depended solely on the BBA certificate of 14.1.08.
Yet it contained critical errors and misstatements - the inevitable product of Arconic's
deceitful behaviour combined with the BBA' s ineptitude, whose flawed review procedures
196
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were hopelessly ineffective. The use of RB55 on buildings over l Sm depended solely on the
BBA Certificate 14.1.08.
7.1.l "The panels may be regarded as having a Class 0 surface" was declared on the front
page of the certificate, yet the certificate in fact provided that: (i) only the FR product was
Class O; and (ii) only the riveted panel had achieved a Bs2d0 (albeit engineered to obtain that
result). The inclusion of such a misleading statement is unsurprising in light of the lack of
rigour applied by the BBA to the assessment process, which failed to identify that Arconic's
2007 application form claimed Class 0 performance for RB 55 generally, yet Arconic
supplied Class 0 BS 476 part 6 & 7 test data only for FR but not PE 207 and Class BEN 135011 test data for PE riveted but not cassette. 208
(1) The BBA Project Manager for the initial assessment of RB55 was ill equipped for the
task. Hamo Gregorian had no prior experience of cladding projects when he joined the
BBA209 and received no training on fire regulations and fire testing uponjoining. 210 Gregorian
had very little knowledge of the requirements of ADB 211 , was unaware of the difference
between BS 476 and EN13501 212 and admitted that did not know himself what test data or
classifications he was looking for in order to be able to assess Reynobond for fire safety. 213
As he succinctly put it "[have no knowledge offire issues" 214 .
(2) The lacunae in Gregorian's knowledge may have been mitigated had there been any
adequate policy or procedure within the BBA for identifying the need for and procuring
specialist fire advice. Instead, the picture that emerges is one of shambolic, ad hoe
arrangements wholly unsuitable for a safety critical aspect of the certificate. Runt's evidence
was that Technical Manager Brian Haynes was the main source of fire expertise within the
BBA215 albeit that Mr Haynes would not have described himself as a fire expert216 and he
agreed that Haynes had fallen into that role, despite not having the qualifications to call
himself an expert in that area. 217 Albon's evidence was that Gregorian was not competent to
make judgments on fire and would have gone to Haynes to make those judgments for him. If
Haynes was not capable of answering the queries, Haynes would seek expert advice, such as
207
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from BRE 218 despite the fact that BBA's formal consultancy agreement was apparently with
Warrington. 219 Critically, Albon could not provide any readily comprehensible answer as to
how a Project Manager such as Gregorian - utterly inexperienced in fire - would be able to
identify the questions that he needed help with if he had no expertise in fire at all. 220
(3) In the event, in respect of the RB 55 certificate, Gregorian claimed that he had in fact
consulted Haynes, who in tum consulted Dr Sarah Colwell ofBRE by telephone, who advised
in relation to appropriate statement of fire performance in the certificate. 221 Gregorian could
not comment on whether this phraseology was either specifically suggested by Dr Colwell or
actually approved by her 222 but considered this was drafted by the BBA itself223 in standard
format probably extracted from a similar certificate. 224 Gregorian claimed to have sent
Colwell test data but could not recall the specifics. 225 These appear to have been the EN
13501 reports for PE riveted and FR226 , however Gregorian's careless covering email was
wholly misleading in that it stated "Testing to BS 476 - 6 & 7 has also been undertaken hut

only hard copy of the reports exist. " Gregorian failed to identify the lack of separate test data
on PE cassette as he did not think it was relevant to the assessment 227 despite having noticed
separate CSTB Avis Technique reports for cassette and rivet. 228 Had the BBA been competent
to identify the correct questions to ask of Arconic, it would have requested both BS 476 tests
for PE and EN 13501-1 tests for PE cassette, and as explored further in section 8.1 below,
would have identified that the former did not exist and the latter evidenced class E, rather than
class B for PE cassette. In respect of the purported class B for PE rivet, the BBA should have
known it could not extrapolate a class 0 performance from claimed class B. The explanation
provided - that the BBA was trying to use terms familiar to the industry - namely Class 0 whereas the European system was new and people were unfamiliar with it2 29 is wholly
unsatisfactory.
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7 .1.2 Exclusion of cassette: the cassette panel was not covered albeit the certificate purported
to include it which Schmidt accepted rendered the certificate "thoroughly misleading. "230
Even by the stage of the hearing, the BBA's understanding of precisely what products were
covered by the certificate - raw panel, cassette, riveted or both - was worryingly still
confused. Albon claimed that the BBA certificate certified only the flat panel, not the
fabricated product in either cassette or riveted. 231 He was forced to accept there was an
inconsistency in the BBA certificate citing test reports for riveted in a certificate purportedly
covering the raw panel. 232 He also accepted that if the BBA had been confining the certificate
to just the raw product, no European test classification could have been cited 233 , as the
European classification system requires that the products are tested in a configuration that is
representative of that which would be applied in practice. 234 Gregorian thought that the BBA
assessment covered the both cassette and riveted as fabricated 235 but then later clarified he
meant just the panel as a material2 36 then oscillated back again to say that the certificate
covered both riveted and cassette. 237 He agreed that the reader of the certificate would expect
that any technical claim made in the certificate applied equally to the panel fabricated into a
cassette as to the panel into a rivet. 238 Albon too accepted that the illustrations of fixings on the
BBA certificate were potentially misleading. 239 Moore accepted that when it belatedly came
to light that the certificate appeared to cover the cassette fix variant of RB 55 when it should
not have done this was a "material error in the certificate. " 240 Yet in such circumstances
there was no process by which such an error would be communicated to readers of the
certificate unless they specifically contacted the BBA and enquired; the responsibility would
be on the client to bring that to the attention of those affected by it. 241
7.1.3 BBA's flawed review processes: the BBA's review processes were hopelessly
ineffective in identifying any errors in the certificate or any further information of relevance
that may affect the validity of the claims therein.
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The critical second triennial review of the certificate in 2014/2015, which if conducted
properly may have unearthed the truth of the performance of PE cassette, was conducted by
Valentina Amoroso under the supervision of Prayer Nkomo. Prior to joining the BBA,
Amoroso had no knowledge of the UK BRs or ADB 242 Nkomo had no training on cladding or
cladding products 243 did not understand the difference between testing to BS 476 and EN
13501 .244 By his own admission he said: "J wouldn't say I'm good in fire myself "245
Amoroso understood the function of the review to be no more than checking for consistency
between current UK technical literature and installation instructions publicly available on the
one hand and the text of the publicly available certificate on the other. 246 She claimed no one
at BBA told her certificate holders had an obligation to provide new test data straightaway. 247
Despite purportedly relying on CSTB for its surveillance of Merxheim, Albon did not
consider there was any agreement between BBA and CSTB about sharing of information
relevant to Reynobond, including whether there had been any changes to the certified
product248 or further testing. 249 Ultimately however the most severe criticism should be
levelled at the BBA for its decision to proceed to close the second review of the BBA
certificate in April 2015, despite Arconic' s repeated refusal to provide the updated
information requested on RB 55 or to cooperate in any sense with the review, such
recalcitrance described by Albon as an "an exceptional extreme case. "250 .The effect of this
decision was that the RB 55 certificate purportedly supporting Class 0 performance remained
apparently valid, despite the fact that as explored further in section 8.2 below by this stage PE
riveted had been given Class C and PE cassette Class E; as well as there having been
numerous changes to the recipe for the FR core and further tests on that core - all of which
BBA failed to elicit. 251 It appears that there was simply no fonnal policy in place at the BBA
directing when to suspend or escalate a case for consideration for suspension in light of
failure to communicate with BBA 252 and the BBA did not even keep a record of Arconic's
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failure to provide the information requested. 253 It is particularly telling that a BBC journalist
was able to obtain the test reports not supplied by Arconic to the BBA after the fire, before
the BBA. 254
7 .1.4 BBA' s governance failures: as Moore belatedly identified, the role of the BBA ought
to have been to obtain relevant and appropriate infom1ation and to make sure that this was
deployed properly to keep the public safe. 255 The evidence has shown the BBA instead to be a
hopelessly weak institution, too willing to please its commercial clients at the expense of
applying the rigour necessary to ensure appropriate safety standards. When pressed as to why
the BBA accepted test data for Reynolux to support a claim that the unexposed side of the
Reynobond panel may be regarded as Class 0, rather than requiring Arconic to prove this with
test evidence, Gregorian's response exemplified the prevalent culture: "Bearing in mind

Alcoa would want the cert(ficate as soon as possible, we agreed that was a sort of reasonable
decision to make " 256 and "we decided an easier option, a cheaper option for the client, it was
just appropriate just to use some kind of extrapolation, based on advice given by BRE. " 257
Even when concerns were raised internally post-fire about the BBA's approach to the
certification of ACM panels, including the Reynobond BBA certificate, this was explained
away by Moore as a difference of view between Albon (the scientist) and the views of a (nontechnical) salesperson. As Albon's views were apparently reasonable, matters were left
there. 258 Any semblance of oversight by UKAS also appears to have been lacking: three or
four ex BBA members worked for UKAS 2'9
) and the lead assessor, Cary Randall, had
previously worked in the department which had responsibility for the Reynobond
cert1.fi1cate-"60 w h.1ch Alb on accepte d was an apparent confl.1ct of.mterest. 261

8. Arconic marketing and route to market
As early as 2006, Arconic's senior management was warned by its UK representative of his
worries about "misrepresentation to the market by our Distributor as AAP-M cannot supply a

true/official Fire certification covering RB-33 & some RB-55 products. " 262 Yet this warning
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went unheeded and Arconic continued to grossly and deliberately mislead individual
customers and the market generally as to the fire performance of RB 55 PE.
8.1 Claim to Class 0 and Class B for PE
Schmidt agreed that RB 55 PE cassette never achieved Class B 263 and that when tested in
2010, it achieved Class E264 . No BS 476 parts 6&7 test reports showing Class 0 exist for RB
55 PE. Schmidt conceded that the RB 33 test reports were irrelevant to the classification of
RB 55. 265 Although he initially maintained Arconic's limp claims that RB 160 PE tested in
1997 to Class 0266 was equivalent to RB 55 PE, he was subsequently forced to concede that
from the 2000's, RB160 was manufactured using linear low density PE whereas RB55 was
low density PE. Hence the products are different formulations 267 . Dr Lane has confirmed that
none of these test reports are relevant to the compliance of the cladding panels installed on
GT 268 and in any event according to Arconic's own records expired in 2005. 269 That the
reliance on 160 PE test reports has been conjured up by Arconic post-hoe is evident from the
fact that Arconic did not submit the 1997 RB 160 PE test reports to support its claim to Class
0 for PE in its original BBA application; nor did it request that the BBA certificate state that

°

PE had Class 0 on the basis of the 1997 tests. 27 Further, Arconic's own internal list of
certifications contain no reference to any BS 476 testing for the UK for any PE product. 271
Yet despite RB 55 PE never having obtained Class 0 in a test; and PE cassette never having
obtained Class B; Arconic's "Discover new perspectives" brochure from 2008 stated
Reynobond PE was both Class 0 and Class B without distinction between rivet and
cassette. 2"?
'8.2 Dishonest reliance on PE riveted report
8.2.lAs explored immediately below, Arconic was well aware of the performance of PE
cassette from at least 2005, and knew beyond doubt from at least 2011 that it obtained class E
rather than Class B. In light of this, Arconic's strategy appears to have been to rely upon the
classification of PE rivet as Class B, to dishonestly represent to customers that PE cassette
263
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would obtain the same result, on the basis of an unjustified assumption that PE riveted would
have inferior performance in relation to fire, when the opposite was in fact the case.
8.2.2 In 2010, Wehrle admitted in an internal Arconic email "Reynbond PE in cassette form

doesn't obtain level 'B' either Having said that, this shorrfall in relevance to this standard is
something that we have to keep as VERY CONFIDENTIAL!!!f "273 Schmidt admitted that this
email demonstrated that Arconic knew that PE cassette was not really Class B and that
Wehrle wanted to keep this confidential. 274 He further admitted that Arconic was deliberately
and dishonestly misleading its customers about the claimed fire certification for PE
cassette. 275 Schmidt accepted that a subsequent email exchange in which Scheidecker notes

"This shouldn't even have been mentioned"276 shows that Arconic's senior management was
implicated in this cover up. 277
8.2.3 In a further email of 2010 278 Moyses of Arconic responded to a customer's request for
PE cassette certification by providing test reports for PE riveted but noting "This is the only

one we have. The Euro norm is based on the system but it's not great, soon the cassette system
will be better. "279 In response to Moyses request for assistance from Wehrle, the latter
admitted "It's hard to make a note about this ... Because we 're not clean. " 280 Wehrle in tum
provided the following explanation to the customer "Reynobond PE is classijzed B-s2,

dO ... This test was done on the riveted system .... Alcoa decided to check the behaviour of its
composite panels in this worst case of system ... and to use it for all the other systems"281
which Schmidt accepted was a false representation 282 and that Arconic through Wehrle had
lied to its customer. 283
8.3 Discrete removal of reference to PE in marketing literature. From 2012 onwards,
Arconic appears to have quietly removed reference to PE's purported class B performance
from its manufacturing literature, but did not update it with the correct classification of class
E.

In May 2012, Wehrle requested a meeting with Schmidt to discuss the fire class for PE,
noting "We have to take a decision for the class we are giving to the market for this
273
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product. "28"' Wehrle claimed that he subsequently had a discussion with Schmidt in which it
was agreed that class B would be removed from the marketing documents on the basis that it
was "no longer a wholly accurate reflection of the position. 285 which Schmidt claimed not to
recall. 286
Arconic's 2012 marketing literature thereafter simply removed reference to the classification
for PE. 287 Despite Wehrle's evidence that it was agreed that the sales team for each
jurisdiction should be told of the class E classification to inform customers when asking about
the fire performance 288 Schmidt could provide no credible explanation for the apparent lack of
any evidence of this having been carried out at the time. 289 Schmidt accepted that it was a

"risky" practice to simply leave it to the customer to find out that the cassette variant had a
class E rather than volunteering his information. 290 This is, of course, an understatement and
Arconic merits the strongest condemnation for its failure to candidly inform the market of
such a safety critical fact.

9. Role of Siderise
9.1 Siderise supplied open state horizontal intumescent CBs ("0/S CBs") for use on GT. It
had played a key role in developing this product, which was intended to respond to the
requirements for both ventilation and draining, whilst at the same time maintaining
compartmentation where required. 291 The key criticism that should be levelled at Siderise is
that its marketing literature misleadingly suggested that its O/S CB product was suitable for
use in rainscreen cladding, when the testing that had been carried out could not possibly have
supported this claim.
9.2 Siderise O/S CBs were initially tested to the principles of BS 476-20. 292 Modifications
were required to the test - which was inherently unsuitable - in order to avoid automatic
failure due to the existence of a gap within the testing apparatus. 293 This testing system was
pioneered by Siderise 294 , but Mort admitted that Siderise did not check the approach with
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anyone else in the industry. 295 Exova expressed concerns about the testing procedure, but
Mort claimed these were in relation to health and safety rather than methodology. 296 Siderise
conducted later testing to the draft standard ASFP TG3 N64 297 the precursor to TGD 19,
which had been developed by the ASFP specifically for the purpose of testing O/S CBs 298 and
later to the principles of BS EN 1363-1:2012299 which Mort confirmed was the TGD 19
test.300
Critically, prior to their use on GT, Siderise's O/S CBs had only ever been tested between two
concrete lintels or concrete blocks 301 and accordingly had never been tested in a rainscreen
system where the outer cladding was ACM. 302 Mort also admitted that prior to supply for GT,
the Siderise O/S CBs had never been tested in void sizes as large as those for which they were
used at GT. 303 Siderise relied on the "Extended Application'·' assessments it had carried out
itself, but these were only carried out post fire. 304 Lane's view is that none of the testing
carried out by Siderise was representative of the onsite application at GT and could not be
relied upon as evidence of suitable fire performance in that context. 305 The BS 476-20
reports 306 and the TGD 19 reports 307 all contained express limitations that the results related
only to the behaviour of the specimens under the particular conditions of the test (namely,
between concrete). Mort admitted that if O/S CBs were used with ACM panels, the panels my
distort due to the heat and compromise the effectiveness of the CBs 308 and that Siderise
appreciated this risk prior to supply to GT 309 . He accepted that it was a "fundamental"
principle of all firestopping including CBs that the substrate against which the CB is installed
. m
. p lace. 310
must remam
9.3 Despite TGD 19's express warning that "small-scale tests do not reflect the fire hazard

associated with full-sea le cladding systems and the only effective method of assessing the fire
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performance of the CBs is to test a complete system at large scale"311 and CWCT's TGN 73

which stated "Tests are generally conducted with the barrier in a cavity between walls offire
resisting construction and peiformance with rainscreen panels may be different" 312 and "[the
timed delay informing a seal] may be significant in practice (/there is combustible insulation
in the cavity" of which Siderise was aware 313 Siderise nonetheless marketed its O/S CBs as

suitable for use in a rainscreen cladding system from 2002 onwards. 314 In particular, the
datasheet sent to Harley315 misleadingly claimed that Warringtonfire's opinion was that "the
product represents a practical .fire cavity barrier solution for this particularly demanding
condition." When put to Mort that the Warringtonfire reports said nothing of the sort and in

fact said the opposite, Mort disingenuously claimed "That opinion could have been expressed
verbally. " 316

9.4 Regrettably, Siderise refused to the very end to accept responsibility for its errors m
testing and marketing its product, Mort simply claimed that whether O/S CBs had been
reliably tested for real-world scenarios to be encountered in rainscreen systems was "a bigger
. fior th e raznscreen
.
questwn
panel mark et. ,,317.
9.5 The Inquiry will wonder, perhaps in Module 6, why it was that this situation was not
addressed by industry bodies such as NHBC/BRE who were aware that cavity barriers were
ineffective if they were in contact with combustible materials 318 and elevated to Government.

10. Influence by manufacturers over Building Control bodies
10.1 Celotex
10.1.1 LABC
As explained above, Celotex knowingly induced a mistake by LABC that RS 5000 was a
MOLC by its deliberate failure to correct LABC's mistake about Kl5. Cx was aware in doing
so that it was influencing Building Control bodies everywhere, to avoid being "challenged by
building control officers down the track" 319

10.1.2 NHBC
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( 1) Cx intended to adopt the same strategy of persuasion with NHBC as it had practised with
LABC 320 .
(2) Celotex RS5000 launch: "A kick to a sleeping dog3 21 "
Cx sought to bring pressure to bear on NHBC by reminding them that they had accepted KS'
BR 135 classification 322 . At the time (Summer 2014) Roper thought it was "inconceivable

that Building Control were signing off buildings with combustible insulation based on [KS
2005 Test/ "and assumed NHBC would get tougher on KS 323 . Roper considered the launch of
RS5000 was the moment all building control bodies inc BCA, NHBC and LABC started to
question what they had been approving (KS) 324 . The kick obviously was not sufficiently hard
as nevertheless NHBC went on in July 2016 to issue its "Acceptability of common wall

constructions containing combustible materials in High Rise Buildings "325 . Roper did not
understand how this volte face had come about3 26 but it seems in fact that KS was the main
driver of this as explained below.

10.2 Kingspan
10.2.l BCA and NHBC
(1) The BCA and NHBC were closely linked in that certain members ofNHBC were also
members ofBCA, not least Steve Evans, then Chair ofBCA and a senior member ofNHBCs
technical operations management team. KS regarded NHBC as "very important to the sales

and use of[KS/ insulation "327 . It appears to have been a symbiotic relationship as NHBC's
involvement in buildings using Kl5, a thinner, cheaper insulation, made it reluctant to stop
.

. 328

usmg 1t

.

(2) KS persuades NHBC to issue BCA Technical Guidance Note 18 ("TGN 18"). KS was
having problems satisfying NHBC from late 2013, as NHBC had correctly identified KS was
relying on a sole BS84 l 4 test and therefore could only be used in that construction329 . At this
time, Millichap admitted that it was effectively either carrying out or encouraging desktops
assessments: "offering advice that was our opinion that people could incorporate into an

assessment". Millichap claims to have thought that desktops could be done even before TGN

320
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18 was issued which introduced the concept of desktops 330 . This is not convincing given that
KS subsequently, in June 2014 331 , persuaded BCA to issue its TGN 18 which was the first
guidance to permit desktops. They are not permitted by ADB and there were at this time no
EXAP rules which would have allowed the results ofBS8414 test to be the subject of any
UKAS assessment.
(2) By mid June 2014, NHBC had issued an ultimatum to KS that unless test data supporting
the use ofK15 which differed from that tested was provided before 30.6.14, the NHBC would
need to reconsider its acceptance of Kl5 as fit for use over 18m332 . BCA's TGN 18 became
central to KS' marketing strategy "routes to compliance" in which it promoted the use of
desktops 333 . Despite issuing TGN 18, NHBC nevertheless infom1ed Brian Martin (DCLG) in
July 2014 that it was reassured that KS' testing programme would prove the suitability of the
product for use over l 8m, but that if it did not then NHBC would begin the process of
advising industry Kl5 was no longer fit for use over 18m334 . Millichap's evidence was that
from this point on the entire content of KS' deliberations with NHBC was sent to KS in house
lawyer Toby Randle to "keep a watching brief' and KS Group was aware 335 .KS adopted an
aggressive stance to NHBC and made no secret of its British Standards lobbying and indeed
used it to intimidate NHBC "our standards lobbying ... has afforded [KS] with a very deep

understanding of the regulatory framework.. " 336
(3) KS persuades NHBC to widen the ambit of TGN 18 In early February 2015, NHBC had,
in the absence of test evidence (other than the 2005 and 20 l 4(R&D) tests) that Kl 5 was
suitable for use over l 8m which they had by then been requesting for some two years, told
KS they would now have to advise contractors they would need to provide evidence of
compliance in accordance with BCA TGN 18. The response to this letter, which said any
statement by NHBC to contractors as proposed would constitute negligent
misstatement/defamation and threatened an injunction was drafted by KS solicitors (but with
input from "lots of colleagues''). These events were not mentioned by Millichap in his witness
statement 337 . This letter appears to have led to KS meeting in March at which it was agreed

"NHBC to discuss widening scope of options for demonstrating compliance as stated in BCA
330
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Guidance Note" which Millichap accepted was a reference to the adding of the fire
engineering route which was included in the June 2015 amended version of BCA TGN 18 338 .
(4) KS persuades NHBC to issue its '"Acceptability of common wall constructions

containing combustible materials in High Rise Buildings". Pargeter considered that when he
first became involved with NHBC (after March 2015) relations were strained 339 , following
KS having instructed its solicitors Fenwick Elliott to write a letter threatening an injunction.
NHBC worked with KS on NHBC's note in March 2015 340 which endorsed BCA TGN 18
under the threat oflegal action 341 and by July 2016 NHBC had produced its "Acceptability of

common wall constructions containing combustible materials in High Rise Buildings".
Shockingly, this note provided that Kl5 could be used in conjunction with Kl5, without the
need even for a desktop 342 . Pargeter admits (as indeed he had said in correspondence at the
time) that KS had influenced NHBC to issue this note, including by their July 2014 test which
was an R&D version of the product, (albeit Pargeter denies knowing that at the time) 343 .
Pargeter' s 8. 7 .16 email noting the volte face by N HBC recorded " ... this is good news as it

shows a shift in thinking and an acceptance of combustible insulation and I am sure is a
direct result of our testing and campaigning on this issue. However the bad and annoying
news is that it also allows [Cxj and Xtratherm (after relatively little effort) to ride in on our
shirt tails ... ". Pargeter claims that neither he nor anyone on his team had actively been
involved in the drafting of the "Acceptability of common wall constructions" note, but it is
clear from his email that considerable influence was brought to bear on NHBC at a time when
they were under threat of legal action by KS.
(5) Whilst it is clear that KS used aggressive tactics and was quick to threaten legal action,
none of this excuses NHBC's conduct in all this. Despite having had the issue raised with
them as a potential problem by DCLG in 2014 and answering that if they were not satisfied
they would fonnally instruct contractors Kl5 was not suitable for use without proof of
compliance, they not only did not so advise contractors, but sanctioned the use of Kl 5 with
ACM which even lacked a desktop study to support it. NHBC's conduct is all the more
surprising in view of its internal presentation by Evans which appears to have been after the
revision to BCA TGN 18 in which it noted the risks, albeit noting "reputational risk" as the

338
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main one, rather than loss oflife and simply recorded its policy of requiring letters of comfort
from KS, which was hardly an adequate response 344 .

11. Use of Fire retardants
11. l Fire retardants can increase the likelihood of a product passing a fire test yet do nothing
to improve the fire performance of that product in a real fire. 345 In that sense, the use of
retardants is misleading and dangerous as it permits products to be used that are no safer in a
real fire than a product that would fail a fire test. Nonetheless, manufacturers of the products
used at GT used fire retardants liberally in order to pass fire tests.
11.2 KS turned to retardants as a potential solution once it discovered the poor fire
performance of new technology Kl5. Following the failed BS8414 Metsec-Sotech tests in
2007 and 2008 (See para 4.2.1 above), Meredith stated that " ... we need to add a fire

retardant. Which could also help us get a Class 0 "346 .Fire retardant was thus seen as a
solution to a lack of success in both large and small scale testing. Following the "very

dramatic test failure" by Offsite, the need to pass the tests became more urgent for KS,
prompting Meredith to ask Malcolm Rochefort and Vincent Coppock (both of whom are
chemists): " ... how soon 1 can have samples of the OP90 Phenolic for /business} critical
R&D ". 347 Meredith confirmed that OP90 was a fire retardant being investigated by Coppock

at that time. 348 Rochefort instructed Meredith to expedite the trials of OP90 fire retardant
phenolic, since he considered it a matter of urgency. 349 Rochefort confirmed that KS was
experimenting with several fire retardants (DEEP, TEP, Exolit, OL920 and ATH) to try and
assist Kl5 in passing fire tests. 350
11.3 Cx also relied heavily on fire retardants and considered their products unfit for purpose
without them: "Although from a certification and claims point of view we can reduce or

remove the levels ... 1 have concerns on the overall fitness for purpose if we take it too far". 351

344
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Indeed, Cx experimented with its fommlation, including retardants so much they were unsure
of the ingredients of their own product. 352

12. Manufacturers' knowledge of fire risks and toxicity: contempt for safety
12.l Arconic
That Arconic was aware of the dangers of RB SS PE from at least 200S cannot seriously be
disputed. The evidence demonstrates not only the sheer extent of Arconic's knowledge but
also its utter contempt for the safety of those who use its product, in its cynical willingness to
exploit lax national regulations that permitted the use of PE, notwithstanding its known
dangers.
12.1.1 200S test results: Arconic's deadly secret
The 200S CSTB test report RAOS-OOSA gave PE riveted class B ("Test SA")

353

whereas test

report RAOS-OOSB on PE cassette ("Test SB") had to be stopped in the middle of the first
specimen tested and demonstrated behaviour equivalent to class E.

354

However, even the class B result in Test SA is open to serious question. Test SA used an air
gap of SOmm355 , despite the fact that a gap of 20mm is representative of how the panels are
used in practice. 356 Wehrle admitted in an internal email that the class B was obtained only

"by "arranging" the system to pass " 357 Schmidt agreed that this demonstrated that Wehrle
knew or suspected that RB SS PE class B result was not honestly achieved. 358
Counter-intuitively, Wehrle claimed to believe that PE cassette had in fact a superior
performance in fire to PE rivet, notwithstanding this result. Schmidt however accepted that
there was no scientific testing or data to support this theory at the time. 359 Wehrle' s claim
that the Test SB was an aberration is further belied by the fact that EN 13S01 allowed a total
of five tests to be undertaken where the highest and lowest values excluded, yet Wehrle did
not ask CSTB to perform four more tests to get this average, in respect of which Schmidt
could offer no explanation. 360 The implication that follows is that Arconic made a positive
decision to claim that that all PE was class B regardless of whether it was rivet or cassette;

352
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and that the failure to complete further tests on PE cassette post 2005 was both irrational and
irresponsible, as accepted by Schmidt. 361
Schmidt confinned that Test 5B was never communicated to the BBA. 362 Despite this
deception, to Arconic's extreme discredit, Schmidt refused to accept that this was Arconic's

"deadly secret" and instead sought to put the lethality of RB 55 PE in context by reference to
other everyday risks 363 in a complete abnegation of responsibility, claiming remarkably that
Test 5B showed that the product "flammable but not necessarily dangerous. " 364
12. l.2 Arconic's 2006 target markets: Despite PE's performance in the 2005 tests, it
appears that in 2006 Arconic began targeting the UK market for PE, including in particular
public housing. 365 Its March 2006 Luton visit report demonstrates Arconic's awareness at this
stage of the necessity of a BBA certificate for this market. 366 Accordingly in November 2006
Arconic visited the BBA in Watford. 367 At this meeting, Arconic appears to have laid the
groundwork for the assessment to be based on the RB 55 product, rather than any fixing
system368 despite its knowledge by that stage that in one of two forms in which it could be
fabricated and used, it had performed so disastrously it could not be classified under EN
13501-1, which Schmidt could not explain or excuse. 369 Arconic courted the BBA again in
Watford in February 2007, during which the BBA confirmed it was willing to certify the
product without linking it to a specific fixing system. 370 A question inevitably arises as to
whether this was a deliberate strategy by Arconic to mask the weak performance of the PE
cassette system with the (purportedly) superior perfonnance of PE riveted through the BBA
certificate.
12.1.3 Recurrent warnings on safety of PE: Arconic persisted with its strategy to target the
UK market, notwithstanding its knowledge of the dangers of PE, which by 2007 were openly

recognised within the industry.
(1) Oslo Meeting Arconic's visit report to Astrup in Oslo, Norway from September 2007 371

presciently recorded: "One of the arguments from Mr Pohl was what will happen if only one

building made out PE core is in fire and will kill 60 to 70 persons, what is the responsibility
361
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of the A CM supplier?" and suggested that Arconic should launch a cost reduction programme

to produce FR at the cost of PE.
(2) In July 2009, Wehrle emailed Schmidt and others photographs of a fire in Bucharest
noting they were "to show you how dangerous

'PE' can be when it comes to

architecture ... "372 which Schmidt accepted was an important event for Arconic and all

manufacturers of composite panels, as well as those who used them. 373 Yet there was no
evidence that Arconic salespersons were told to warn customers about the dangers of PE
cored ACM and to check the local regulations carefully. 374 Remarkably, Schmidt attempted to
justify this blase attitude on the basis that no one had yet been injured in a cladding fire. 375
(3) Freiburg Meeting
A meeting between Arconic and Alucobond took place in Freiburg in July 2011, the subject
of which was "Changes in AC\£ use for Architecture"376 . The meeting report reveals that
Arconic's policy at this time was "For the moment, even if we know that PE material in
cassette has a bad behaviour exposed to fire, we can still work with national regulations who
are not as restrictive ... The evolution offire regulation will put the PE out of the market in the
coming month. " Despite Schmidt refusing to accept the point, this makes clear that Arconic

targeted sales of PE in countries such as the UK known to have more lax regulation. 377
Schmidt's claims that Arconic did not have a detailed knowledge of national regulations 378 in
the markets in which it sold its products is utterly lacking in credibility.
In the same year, and six years after Tests SA and SB, Arconic performed two further tests on
RB SS PE - rivet obtained B (but with an unrepresentative air gap of SOmm) 379 and cassette
obtained an E380 which, from Arconic's perspective, merited the flippant reaction
"Oops .. !!! ,,3s1

(4) In 2012, internal Arconic presentations referred to the Mermoz Tower, Roubaix fire in
France, referencing "New changes coming in the building rules " 382 . Schmidt accepted that
whilst the tower was not clad in Reynobond, it was clad in an ACM with a PE core, which

372
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would perform exactly as Reynobond PE would in a fire. 383 In November 2012, Arconic
senior management exchanged emails about the Tamweel Tower cladding fire in Dubai,
noting "Cladding Blamed in Skyscraper Fire ···· Sounds like something our customers make.
FYI "384 which Schmidt admitted he would have seen at the time 385 and accepted that at this

time it was known within Arconic that PE composites would bum in the same manner. 386 Yet
he agreed that Arconic did nothing in response to this fire 387 relying on the fact that "the fire

remained limited to the outside of the building. "388 . Again in 2013, Arconic exchanged emails
about the Al Hafeet Tower fire in Sharjah389 in particular French explained that Richard
Geater - Alucobond representative in the UK - was "emailing all fabricators explaining that

Alucobond is now using a fire core only as /standard}." French's evidence was that at his
point, she had conversations with Merxheim about whether Arconic would be doing the same
thing, but it was decided for commercial reasons that they would continue to sell PE 390 albeit
Schmidt did not agree with this version of events. 391 Following this exchange, as explored in
Ml, French proactively emailed her UK customers, assuring them that Arconic would
continue to offer both PE & FR core and ensure that the correct Reynobond materials were
installed on Reynobond projects 392 although Schmidt denied this was Arconic's
policy. 393 Schmidt could not explain why at this stage French's message did not instead warn
the UK customers of crucial message of the dangers of using PE core, or that PE cassette had
obtained class E in 2011. 394
(5)In April 2013, Wehrle admitted in an internal email exchange that the tests obtaining class
B for PE rivet were "not really reflective of the riveted system in general" and that "we have

not communicated B-s2,d0 from the beginning of the year at the request of CS" 395 In late
2013, PE rivet obtained a class C396 at which point Arconic decided to classify all PE core
whether rivet or cassette as class E, resulting in a classification report of January 2014 which

383
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expressly superseded prior class B classifications for PE riveted 397 . Schmidt could not explain
why at this stage, the BBA certificate showing class B was not updated, other than claiming

"I think it's just something that was forgotten "398 which is simply incredible. In February
2014, the class E report for PE was communicated to Arconic 's RAF list commercial externe
email list, with an instruction that the prior class B report for rivet could no longer be used. 399
Schmidt's evidence was that he would have expected French to have known this was relevant
to her market and communicate the message to UK customers. 400 Yet French did not send it
out to customers even though she read it. 401 In December 2014, PE riveted obtained class C402
and PE cassette obtained class E403 yet again no action was taken to communicate this to the
market or the BBA.
(6)By June 2015, Wehrle's message was unequivocal "My Opinion: PE is DANGEROUS on

facades, and everything should be tramferred to FR as a matter of urgency .... This Opinion is
technical and anti-commercial it seems .. 404 But further internal communications within
Arconic on ACM cladding fires in Melbourne

405

Riyadh

406

and the UAE 407 appeared to

prompt no action by Arconic. By 2016, following the fire at Place de Hageneau in Strasbourg
in January 2016, Wehrle implored " ... we really need to stop proposing PE in architecture!

We are in the "know" and 1 think it is up to be proactive ... AT LAST". 408 Thereafter, in the
course of 2016, Arconic 's French sales team were instructed to specify only FR for buildings
regardless of height 409 , yet Schmidt could not explain why that same critical directive was not
issued to the UK market. 410
12.2 Celotex
Those within Cx were aware of the risks posed by using its product on account of its
combustibility, even before embarking upon its BS84 l 4 testing regime. Roper candidly raised
the possibility of opting out of the above 18 metre market altogether, on the basis that "our

product realistically shouldn't be used behind most cladding panels because in the event of a
397
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fire it would burn". 411 Roper told the inquiry that at the time, opting out was in reality the
only option consistent with honest and plain dealing. 412 Of course, this was not the route Cx
adopted.
12.3 Kingspan
12.3.1 Before the fire
(1) Awareness of threats to life safety. It is clear, as Meredith accepted, that the culture at KS
was to go after sales even in the knowledge that there were life safety issues with KlS. 413
Indeed, the risk to life posed by cladding fires was graphically illustrated in a presentation
authored by Meredith which provided several images of previous cladding fires, listing in
several cases the number of fatalities suffered. 414 For Philip Heath, the risk of a cladding fire
was clearly something he was alive to although one he made light of; having already advised
Bowmer & Kirkland that Kl 5 could be used, he stated: "I'm trying to think of a way out of
.
t hzs

.
. a Jizre runnzng
. up th"zs tower.1!!!!"415
one, zmagzne
.... .

(2) Planting the seed of doubt that ADB compliant products might nevertheless fail a large

scale test. Pargeter' s Routes to compliance prepared when he was head of marketing and
about to become head of technical "Reasons Why Campaign .. .spin such that the story is not

fire, fire. fire all the time, ie talk about thermal speed of installation etc .... Educate the
industry in matters of combustibility ... and its insignificance in terms of individual product
performance " 416 .He would not accept that this was seeking to downgrade fire from being the
priority to one of a number of factors maintaining fire should still be the priority but

"balanced by other elements as welf "417.His answers were tendentious, refusing to accept the
clear meaning of the words used and refusing to agree with the proposition that educating
people that combustibility was insignificant was grossly irresponsible 418

.

(3) Support for desktops and for them to be carried out other than by UKAS Accredited

bodies. As he accepted in evidence, Pargeter's Reasons Why also suggested that a wider range
of bodies than the 2-4 UKAS approved ones, namely any "fire engineer", should be entitled
to carry out desktops, albeit he denied that this was an example of KS' willingness to dispense
with safeguards in order to boost sales and admitted that he regarded the requirement for

411
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UKAS accreditation as "just slowing down the process" even though he freely admitted that
he did not understand the difference between a UKAS accredited fire engineer and a nonaccredited one and he did not think KS considered the benefits which would be lost by
allowing non-accredited personnel to carry them out419 .
12.3.2 KS' political agenda post fire: A carefully orchestrated campaign 420
(1) After the GT fire, KS continued to put profit above safety and sought to lobby
Government to persuade it that its phenolic foam insulation was safe. This was the Political
Engagement Plan by Portland421 . This programme targeted MPs, particularly those on the
DCLG Select Committee chaired by Clive Betts and others "in positions of high political

influence" such as Dame Judith Hackitt and others whom KS wished to influence 422 .
(2) Testing to fail: KS took its political engagement to an extraordinary level by making a
decision at the highest levels of the business 423 to seek to persuade government that, despite
the results ofDCLG's BS8414 testing in the Building Safety Programme which showed
mineral wool and A2 cladding would pass Government should require testing of all products,
even those which would satisfy the Linear Route, since it was possible for systems using noncombustible insulation to fail. This plan had been incubated in September 2017, on it
becoming apparent to KS that NHBC were "taking a ve1y hard line over desktop studies"424
KS' audacity after the fire knows no bounds: Pargeter's second statement appeared, insofar
as it sought to justify KS' narrative that non-combustible systems should also be tested was
effectively KS using the Inquiry to promote KS' argument (albeit Pargeter denied this) 425 .
Both his statement and KS' opening submissions made reference to 3 failed tests involving
mineral wool but there was no suggestion that any mineral wool test had passed. KS refused
to characterise this testing programme as testing to fail. Pargeter instead insisted it was
merely "designed to perform poorl/26 and trying to "create a worst case scenario for the

comparison testing" (by e.g. omitting CBs) 427

.

Internally KS characterised the programme

as the "Linear Route Action Plan" and "myth busting time" 428 . KS sought to position itself,
post GT, as a champion of safety by this testing campaign, despite admitting that at this time
419
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they knew there were no non-combustible products used at GT and accepting that such
products are not inherently unsafe

429

.

Pargeter's evidence was that "our bar for safety is a

BS8414 test. It's the most rigorous test in the UK and possihly ... across the world" even
Pargeter was forced to recognise an "element of irony" in that position, given Kl 5 had been
sold from 2006 without an applicable BS8414 test430 .Pargeter also conceded that he

" ... wouldn't say the [testing to jail programme} was entirely altruistic". The upshot of this
testing on Pargeter's evidence as it stood prior to his second cross examination appeared to be
that a test had been planned in May (to fail) but had ultimately gone ahead in July431 . That
test, using Vitracore and Rockwool Duoslab had failed and had also been intended to perform
poorly, and furthermore was "not intended to he fairly representative of what one might

expect to see huilt" 432 . KS wrote to Clive Betts following the July Test to advise of the failure
of an exact replica of a successful test carried out by the DCLG (RockwoolNitracore) and as
Pargeter accepted the Select Committee was not informed this test had been designed to
perform poorly and indeed that KS had deliberately selected the Vitracore panel because they
knew/strongly suspected it would fail

433

.

Following Pargeter's first cross examination KS

saw fit to write to the Chairman of the Select Committee to suggest a mistake (caused by an
erroneous question by CTI) had been made by Mr Pargeter in answering that both the test
planned for May (which he claimed had not happened) and the version which went ahead in
July had been designed to perform poorly. Mr Pargeter even produced a fifth witness
statement to justify his position. By that statement he admitted that the May test which he
admitted was Plan A (Alucobond A2 ACM cassette and Rockwool Duos lab) had in fact gone
ahead, and had passed. He claimed in his second cross examination that when first cross
examined he had simply been unable to recall that the May test passed 434 despite admitting
that "there was a little hit of surprise and a hit of disappointment" that it had passed435 . The
May Plan A was the test option which in his first cross-examination Pargeter characterised as

"the weakest option of a compliant system " 436 . The fact of the passed test on the weakest
option and the lengths KS went to conceal the fact of the passed test and indeed to challenge
the Inquiry on the basis it had misled him into mistakenly characterising the July test as
429

T85/53: 1-8
Pargeter T95/57:2-10
431
T85/77:12
432
T85/77:18-78:11; T85/86:2-5
433
T85/83/14-17; Tlll/166:6-21
434
Tlll/91:1-19
435
TH/92:17-18
436
Pargeter T85/65:11-67:3-4. Pargeler conceded lhat the Plan A test had been planned for 10.5.18 but was
deferred to 22.5.18 Tlll/74:24-25 and 75:1-15
430
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designed to perform poorly (as the May test had been) but subsequently accepting 437 that the
purpose of the July test was the same as the May test and omitting to mention that the May
test had been passed, reflect an appalling willingness to deceive and exposes KS for the
opportunist chancer that it is: seeking to use GT and the subsequent Inquiry as a marketing
opportunity, despite Pargeter's unbelievable denials that this was not so. Richard Burnley had
been set up as the useful idiot438 to justify the failed test to Clive Betts, as he was unaware of
the May test which had passed. Pargeter admitted it was imperative to the upper echelons of
the business to have the Vitracore fail in the bag to convince Government that the BS84 l 4
. d as stan d ar d439· .
test was reqmre
(3) Using its relationship with Brian Martin (senior civil servant in MHCLG) and the Plan

B failed test to access the highest levels ofpower. For example, KS offered to supply a
sample of the failed Vitracore albeit by Garbutt's email in July 2018 he said it "might cost a

meeting with a minister" Pargeter denied that KS was seeking to gain access to power by this
route, and said he thought Garbutt was joking when he said it might cost a meeting 440 .
Nevertheless, albeit he claimed not to recall meeting a minister, Pargeter did meet Kit
Malthouse MP (SS for Housing and Planning) on 19.3.19 441 . Worryingly, KS failed to advise
the Select Committee that the designer of the DCLG's BS8414 testing Nick Jenkins (Booth
Murie, a part of KS Group), was also the architect of the Linear Route tests in May and July
thereby giving rise to a potential conflict of interest442 . A conflict which appears to have
materialised in relation to test 7 Alpolic FR rivet fixed and Kl 5 in that Jenkins appears to
have been sharing data about the test with KS and proposing a solution which he called "the
NJ Joggle" 44 \unclear whether he built this into the KS test). BRE was aware of this conflict
and although it sought to protect itself, by explaining why it could not pass comment on the
NJ joggle, there is no evidence that it warned or intended to warn DCLG. Grenfell has
changed nothing in this industry's modus operandi. It is deeply shocking that KS, one of the
driving forces behind the fraud practised on the cladding market for over 15 years, was now
in a position of influence with DCLG in the testing element of the Building Safety

437

Tlll/12-:17-18
Burnley: T/113/51:12-22
439
Tlll/140:19-141:23
440
T85/99:15- 100:13
441
T85/9999:25 T85/106:2{KIN00021693}
442
Tlll/172:21-173:7
443
Jenkins email lo BRE forwarding his informative email lo KS re the differences between DCLG lest 7 and the
KS version of lhat test. {BRE00024178}. The "NJ Joggle" is pictured at {/2}
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Programme. Booth Muire, even offered to supply the cladding panels for the test which was
of critical interest to KS, namely test number 7 444 .

13. Wilful wrongdoing not competence deficit: Failures of corporate governance
13.l Competence Albeit the majority of KS, Cx and Arconic employees lacked formal
technical training (as opposed to sales training which was in plentiful supply) there was no
shortage of technical knowledge in the senior members of the businesses, and access in all
three businesses to considerable research databases.

13.2 Cx's Culture of dishonesty. The dishonestly carried out RS5000 test and subsequent
misrepresentations concerning it were not an aberration: Roper's evidence was that, like KS,
Cx was averse to transparency: "the majority of the test reports that Cx had in the business at

the time were amended in some way or another. I can only r~fer to this being one of them.
Class 0 reports had black felt-tip going through certain sections ... so this wasn't uncommon
for them "445 . Further as Roper admitted, the thermal performance (lambda values) of "its
entire product range" had been misstated. "It was clearly within the culture of that business
at that time" 446 . Roper as a young employee tasked with carrying out an important project on
which his salary would be based447 did not feel able to raise this with senior figures given all
the members of MAG present at the meeting at which the decision to conceal the true nature
of the test was taken. Cx has, now at least, taken steps to dismiss employees it considered
guilty of wrongdoing and has carried out a full investigation. How a company such as Cx
owned by one of the largest building products suppliers in Europe, Saint Gobain, could
operate, effectively as a rogue cowboy, apparently unsupervised save by Saint Gobain
lawyers inserting disclaimers into its marketing materials (see above), is something the
Inquiry will wish to ponder at length. The necessary safeguards clearly were not present in a
company trading as part of a recognised global group, selling products which pose a risk to
life safety.

13.3 Bad culture a badge of honour at KS
Perhaps best encapsulated by the "alls we do is lie " 448 text message thread, despite the
incredibly disingenuous evidence the Inquiry heard from KS witnesses seeking to explain
away the utter contempt for health and safety conveyed by their contemporaneous emails, the
444

{KIN00018447}
Roper T71/160:4-6
446
Roper T71/200:23-201:4
447
Evans email 9.1.13 forwarding Roper's KPis {CEL00011043}{CEL00002901{CEL00002902}
448
{KIN00007445}
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Inquiry can be in no doubt that KS actively encouraged disregard for health and safety. In
such a climate, whistle blowing is practically impossible: procedures are overridden by peer
pressure and culture. Meredith warned Pargeter that Kl 5 in the over l 8m market was "some

would question playing in a market not suitable for" and Pargeter understood what he was
saying but Pargeter dismissed this as a view of "some people". Pargeter in giving evidence
simply disagreed with Meredith's view 449 . This despite accepting that Meredith was under
pressure and "hamstrung by the test evidence hed got at the time " 450 . The dismissal of
Meredith did not prompt any discussion about what had gone wrong and why Meredith was
under such pressure, including the fact that Kl5 new tech couldn't be successfully re-tested
but focussed solely on his demeanour 451 . It is of note that no senior figures have left KS
(other than Peter Wilson) or been made subject to disciplinary proceedings as a result of their
behaviours. This is very telling as to KS' future intentions: there will not be change unless it
is imposed.
13.4 Arconic Despite being acutely aware of the dangers posed to safety by its own product,
Arconic knowingly persisted down the road which led to Grenfell despite Sonntag having
recognised at the Oslo meeting in September 2007, shortly after Schmidt became President
that PE was a fundamental threat to the business and could "kill 60 to 70 persons "452 .
Although not put to Schmidt directly, it is inconceivable that he would not have been told of
such a fundamental threat to the business so soon after taking over the reins. Sonntag had
proposed that at the Bau 2009 conference, the product should be re-launched solely as FR.
That taken together with Arconic's repeatedly ignoring internal and external warnings (above)
as to the dangers of the continued use of PE mean this was an entirely conscious business
decision taken at length. Again, as Arconic is a vast global entity, the Inquiry will wonder
what form of supervision and/or safeguards ought to have existed to prevent irresponsible
decision making by a division.
13.5 Battle of commercial over technical: sales wins
It is clear what the driver of all the above behaviours was: sales. The battle between technical

and commercial was nowhere more evident than Cx, where the two teams had disagreements
about the decision to push the product as having complied with BR135 as opposed to the
system453 and it is clear that commercial won. KS overcame this difficulty by having a single
449
450
451
452
453

Pargeter T84/198:22-199:20
T84/209:8-15
T84/211 :22-212-214:1
Oslo meeting note para 3 {META00001953/3}
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individual (Pargeter) as both head of technical and head of marketing: there was no doubt at
KS that sales drove the business and safety was simply ignored. As Pargeter accepted, his role
required him not only to understand what was being tested, but to ensure what was sold was
as tested454 . Nevertheless, on his own evidence he failed at least seven times to make the
connection that the July 2014 test (which he knew to be not standard, but R&D Kl5) was
being relied on in certificates or as evidence to NHBC 455 . When it was put to him that he had
not made such a fundamental error in matters of life safety by accident he claimed it was not
deliberate and dismissed it, unconvincingly as "a lack of attention to details "456and claimed
only to have realised in 2019 when KS' solicitors were preparing for the Inquiry. He refused
to accept that, were this true, that would equate to a fundamental effect on life safety4

57

.

Meredith admitted that KS was providing information to NHBC which was not justified by
the data458 .

14 Conclusions
14. l The Regulations and Approved Documents are not fit for purpose and the manufacturers
can be relied upon to exploit any loopholes. Indeed, KS was primarily responsible for the
creation of some of the loopholes: see above re the introduction ofBCA TGN 18, introducing
desktops, the revision of it allowing a fire engineered solution and the NHBC 's Acceptability

of Common wall Constructions 2016, which allowed ACM and Kl5 without even a
requirement for a desktop study. More fundamentally, KS may have been involved in
promoting the use of BS84 tests to BR135 in ADB2, since as Clark points out459 , BRUFMA
would have been consulted. Philip Heath sat on BRUFMA's technical committee 1995-1998
and was Chair from 1998-2000 and notes KS' involvement in submitting ADB consultations
460

14.2 The manufacturers have also shown themselves willing to cynically exploit any lack of
understanding by clients, and as we have seen from their marketing literature, are willing to
seek to create confusion/misunderstanding. Most of the relevant witnesses admitted that the
sales literature of both Cx and KS was misleading.
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14.3 As explained at section 3 above, the BR/ADB2 are not fit for purpose and nor are the
National and Euro-classification testing regimes which is embedded within them (even now
ADB still includes reference to a "transposition table to national class'·' wrongly equating Bs3,d2 to the Class 0 criteria 461 ).Given Dr Lane's criticisms of the tests which underlie even
the Euro-classification system, and the way we have seen the Single Burning Item test abused
by Arconic, taken together with the use of fire retardants in testing, there can now be no
confidence that A2 is really a safe reaction to fire, still less other National grades such as
Class 0 and so called "FR". Quite apart from the obvious need for radical regulation in order
to ensure clarity in the performance requirements for external walls, and a means of
calculating and acknowledging the fire load imposed by the cladding itself, there is a need to
take urgent steps in order to ensure that only materials/products which are safe are used on
buildings especially given the ongoing remedial works to cladding across the country.
14.4 In these circumstances, the need for recommendations by GTI is indeed pressing. The
BSR urge the Inquiry as a matter of urgency to consult with its experts as to the necessary
recommendations and that such recommendations be made at the Inquiry's earliest
opportunity within Phase 2.
14.5 It may be that the only answer (in the short term at least, pending stricter product
regulation and the necessary advances in competence across the disciplines) is to insist that
non-combustible materials are used (or at least, as is the case in parts of Europe) that facades
contain A2 plus significant non-combustible bands (acting as a firebreak in effect) at regular
intervals.
14.6 In tandem with urgent recommendations as to the fire performance of materials to be
used in the fac;ade, the Inquiry will undoubtedly also wish to make recommendations on
advice from its experts concerning the testing of products and for example requiring that
when products are tested, the results of such tests, be they pass or fail, be recorded on a
publicly available database.

Stephanie Barwise QC
Marie Claire O'Kane
Dalton Hale
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At p 137
https://assets. publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/allachment_data/file/93 7932/ADB _
Vol2 _ Buildings_other_than_dwellings_ 2019 _edition_inc_2020 _amendmenls.pdf
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